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Thoughts Before Beginning Percents 
 

Percentage is an interesting topic.  Percents permeate our lives, especially in business.  But 

familiarity has not resulted in comfortability.  As a culture, we get the gist of what percentages 

are trying to tell us without really understanding them.  Look around the next time you are in a 

restaurant to see how many people are reliant on a calculator or a printout on the ticket to know 

how much to leave as a tip.  How common it is for people shop for items and assume that the 

highest percent discount is the best price, simply because they cannot mentally estimate the 

sale price?  And if you want to see people’s eyes glaze over, start talking about a 35% increase 

over a previously measured quantity! 
 

More is the pity.  Percentages are not overly complex.  Unfortunately, percent operations are 

classically taught almost as an afterthought, predominantly (or exclusively) through converting 

percentages to and from decimals.   While this is expeditious when teaching about percents 

abstractly, for Montessorians who foster understanding the concepts that drive the operations 

(valuing process over product), it is an undesirable shortcut.  This shortcut is, I believe, a 

significant contributor to percents being so poorly understood by the general public.   
 

Montessori said that to teach a thing in isolation is to create confusion.  My recollection of 

learning to calculate with percents is a perfect illustration of this.  I well remember being told 

to move the decimal point 2 positions to convert from a percent to a decimal, and then to 

multiply by the resulting decimal to get the right answer.  For years I struggled to remember 

which direction the decimal point was to move.  Once had I reasoned out that if the percentage 

was less than 100%, I would end up with less than I started with, I had a fool-proof way to tell 

if I had done the problem right – if I remembered to check.  (Math was not my long suit in 

elementary or middle school!) 
 

We can do better than that for our children!  We can provide mathematical and practical 

context that is relevant to the children’s prior learning and to their life experiences.  The 

sequence of lessons in this section leads children understand percentages through language, 

then fractions, and then decimals, applying them through story problems and graphing. 
 

This multi-faceted approach provides repetition in disguise through the spiral curriculum – 

brilliant aspects of The Montessori Method.  Some of the benefits include: 

- strengthening mathematical concepts previously taught in isolation and in application: 

fractions, ratio/proportions, and/or decimals 

- modeling and encouraging flexibility when approaching mathematical problems.  There is 

rarely only one way to solve a problem! 

- providing relevance - a richer “tapestry” of numbers and their operations.   
  

This approach offers the guide a sequencing choice of two different “spiral staircases”.   

- One option is to teach both the fraction approach and the decimal approach (the full 

sequence in this album) after children are successful with both fractions and decimals.  

This approach has the benefit of causing children to reconnect with fractions in a 

meaningful way after studying decimals, when they have likely been away from fractions 

for some time. 
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- Another choice is to study percentages through fraction equivalencies after children are 

successful with abstract fraction operations and save the decimal approach until after they 

are successful with abstract decimal operations.  This approach has the benefit of 

refreshing the concept of percentages after many months (perhaps even a year or more).    

In either case, refreshing concepts in the context of a new procedure is part of what transmutes 

episodic memory to semantic memory – a more durable form of memory.   
 

The choice of sequence is left to the guide.  Factors that might impact this decision include: 

- The sequence already in place in other classrooms in the school  

- The sequence suggested by the standards followed by the school 

- Children’s individual pacing relative to the standards  (For example, if children are to be 

held accountable for an understanding of basic percentages before they have encountered 

decimals, they may be highly successful with percents taught through fractions.) 
 

In some cases, particularly if percentages are introduced after children are fully fluent with 

both fractions and decimals, students may not need the granularity that has been written into 

these lessons. In deciding whether a particular lesson could be skipped or combined with 

another, please exercise caution: do not use your adult brain to assess whether a particular 

lesson is abstractly tricky or not.  Rather, let your assessment of the children’s previously 

acquired skills and knowledge and the isolated difficulties spelled out for each lesson to be 

your guide.  (Refer to the Chart of Difficulties that follows.)  Remember that some of the 

lessons are designed to reveal a relationship or a way of thinking rather than a shortcut to 

calculating the answer.  If children have demonstrated mastery of the isolated difficulty of the 

lesson, a good option might be to quickly review the concept and then press ahead to the next 

concept in the same lesson.  If you get part way through a lesson and the children look bored 

rather than intrigued, ask them if you are presenting content that they feel they already know.  

If so, segue into the next lesson! 
 

Some Housekeeping 
 

NOTATION FOR “WRITE THIS” 

Many topics are presented concretely with parallel recording.  This does require the children to 

do some guided logical processing of equations. Throughout the album, there will be indicators 

of what to write on the board, building a logical flow to a particular conclusion.  The spatial 

distribution of information – the way we write the equations on the board - can sometimes have 

a dramatic effect on how well children will follow the logic being developed. In this section, 

when the visual alignment is important, the text will appear like this: 
 

Ninety percent of the children are going on the trip.   There are 30 children. 
 

 

Ninety percent of the children are going on the trip.   There are 30 children. 

         90%       x          30       =  going 

 
 

Ninety percent of the children are going on the trip.   There are 30 children. 

         90%         x           30        =  going 

         90          x          30       =  going 

       100 
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This illustrates 3 cycles of writing.  Initially, write the sentences “Ninety percent of the 

children are going on the trip.   There are 30 children.”  In the second step of writing, the 

portion that is already on the board has been grayed out; the new writing converts the word 

sentences to a number sentence, writing “90% x 30 = going” so that x is below of, = is below 

are, etc.   In the third step, again, the previous writing has been grayed out.  The new line 

converts 90% to 90/100, with all of the elements vertically aligned to the previous sentences.  I 

hope that this provides clarity both for the children and for the guides giving the lessons.  
 

A NOTE ABOUT SOLVING FRACTION EQUIVALENCIES WITH CROSS PRODUCTS 

The ability to solve fraction equivalencies using cross products may or may not be a standard to 

which your children are held at the elementary level.  It is a useful tool, one that can give 

children greater confidence when working with fractions, really coming into play in algebra.  

(Should you order only this monograph and need instruction, please write for a free copy of that 

discussion.) Cross-product solutions are included in this section on percents as an option, but it 

is not a concept that children need to understand to be completely successful with the content.  

It is simply one more way to solve for a missing numerator or denominator.  All of the problems 

within this monograph can be solved with the multiply by one method.  The choice of whether to 

include instruction on the cross-product method is left entirely to the guide.   
 

FOLLOW-UP OPTIONS  

Montessori knew it.  Neuroscience supports it.  Real learning doesn’t happen in the lesson – it 

happens after the lesson, when children are working with the concepts on their own.  This 

“second period” of learning, when children follow the process laid out in the lesson, is when 

they intuit patterns and truths. In this section, each lesson has a provided follow-up that has 

been designed to lead children through problems or activities of increasing complexity, to 

develop a deeper understanding of the concept or to use the foundation laid to explore nuances.  

(More sophisticated problems fall towards the bottom of a section or page.) The significance of 

this is that if there is a child or children who need less repetition to internalize a process, it is 

better to have them complete every other problem rather than the top half or bottom half of a 

page.  If, on the other hand, there are children who need to complete problems that are just like 

the samples shown in the lesson, in some cases, the guide might choose to eliminate the last 2-

4 problems in a set, or to make those BONUS problems.  The choice is left to the guide, as you 

know your children best. 
 

The follow-up activities were written presuming that children can complete whole number 

operations with relative ease.  In so doing, follow-ups refresh whole number operations while 

learning about percents.  If this is not the case, if the mechanics of completing the whole 

number operations is impeding the child’s flow, the guide might choose to Isolate the 

Difficulty, allowing the use of a calculator on some problems, until the concept and the process 

have been solidified. 
 

In many cases, the provided follow-up will be sufficient practice for children to be prepared for 

the isolated difficulty in the next lesson in the sequence.  If this does not prove to be the case, 

there are ample resources for additional problems in textbooks or on the internet.  Please be 

sure to preview the problems in light of the isolated difficulty of the lesson prior to giving them 

to the children, to be sure that these supplementary problems do not presume knowledge that 

the children do not yet have.  Ease of computation is not always the best indicator.  This truly 

is the adult challenge: to view follow-up options through the eyes of your children. 
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Table of Direct Aims (Isolated Difficulties) 
For Use in Decisions About Skipping / Combining Lessons 

 

 Lesson Direct Aims 

C
o
n
ce

p
t 

Percentages in Everyday Life † Define percent 

Understand percent as a ratio 

Develop awareness of the use of percentages in real life 

 

Representing Percents as 

Fractions 

Percent is a fraction out of 100 

Experience percentages concretely 

 

Equivalent Fractions Review Preparation to solve percent problems with equivalent 

fractions 

OPTIONAL: Solve equivalent fractions with the cross-

product method 

 Expressing Ratios as Percents Convert to a ratio out of 100, then to percent  

ti
o
n
s 

Calculating Percent of a 

Known Quantity               

Solve for a given percent of a known quantity using 

fraction equivalencies 

F
ra

c 

Calculating Percent from a 

Known Ratio               

Calculating percent equivalency of known ratios 

(fractions) by taking a fraction of 100% 

 Applied Percentages Setting up and solving percent problems from stories 

Introducing terms percent, base, and part 
 Mental Math - Common 

Percentages † 

(solving for part or percent) 

Use fractions to mentally solve for part when the percent 

required can be converted to a simple fraction  

Increase children’s confidence through mental math 
 Decimal Multiplication and 

Division Review 

Reviewing decimal hierarchy and multiplication and 

division by 10 and 100 to insure automaticity for 

upcoming calculations  
 Decimal Equivalents to 

Percents 

Convert percentages to decimals 

Convert decimals to percentages 

Equate these to common fractions 

D
ec

im
al

s 

Calculating Percent of a 

Known Quantity 

Employ decimal equivalents to percents when calculate 

part or percent. 

Evaluate a problem to see whether the fraction or decimal  

method is computationally simpler. 

 Applied Percentages Apply more sophisticated computation techniques to 

percent situations/stories 
 Mental Math – Common 

Percentages † 

Use decimals to mentally solve for part when the percent 

required is a multiple of 10% or 1% 

Increase children’s confidence through mental math 

 Estimating with Percents † Estimating by rounding percent and/or base  

 Solving for base Using algebraic skills to solve for base 

G
ra

p
h
s 

Interpreting Pie Charts † Understand the merit / appropriate use of pie charts 

Interpret data from pie charts as relative quantities 

 

Creating Pie Charts Using percent calculations to convert absolute quantities 

to relative quantities and graph on a pie chart 
† strong Practical Life crossover opportunities 
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Percents as Fractions 
Representing Percents as Fractions 

Materials:  

100 board with all tiles in place, numerals face-down so that numeric sequence not  

needed (prepare ahead) 

Hundred Square Paper  

Fraction Insets 

Montessori Centesimal Frame and Montessori Protractor 

White board, markers, eraser 
 

Direct Aim:  

Introduce representing percent, “for each 100”, as a fraction (hundredths) 

Experience percentage concretely 
 

Indirect Aim: to prepare children to perform percent calculations   
 

Prerequisites:  Understanding percentage as a ratio – a quantity relative to 100. 
 

Presentation: 

1. Bring out the Hundred Board.  Ask the children to reiterate what was shown in the previous 

lesson with this material.  <We showed the meaning of percentage as a quantity relative to 

100.> 
 

2. Write 13% on the white board and ask for a volunteer to use the Hundred Board to 

illustrate 13%.  <Child removes 13 tiles from the frame.  This is 13 tiles out of 100 OR    

13 per hundred OR 13% of the tiles.> 
 

3. Explain that another way to represent the quantity 13 out of 100 is as a fraction: 13 

 100 

Write 13% = 13 and explore these as two representations of the same quantity. 

                           100 
 

4.  Hand the Hundred Board to one child and the marker to another. Ask them to illustrate and 

record 21% as a percent and as a fraction.  <The child writes 21% = 21 , showing two ways  

                                                                                      100 

of expressing 21 out of 100.> 
 

5. With 2 new volunteers, repeat the process for 50%.   

<The child writes 50% = 50  showing two ways of expressing 50 out of 100.> 

                           100 
 

6. Look at the fraction 50/100 and its representation on the Hundred Board thoughtfully.  Ask 

if anyone can think of another way to represent that quantity.  <It is the same as 1/2.>  

Look at the way that the child with the Hundred Board chose to represent 50%.  Are all of 

the 50 tiles that remain in the frame on the same half of the frame (all in the top half, the 

bottom half, the right half, or the left half).  Through discussion, build consensus that the 

50 tiles arranged cover 1/2 of the area of the Hundred Board no matter which side of the 

board is filled AND that it is a graphical representation of the quantity 1/2. 
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7. Re-arrange the 50 tiles so that they are spread throughout the frame.  Ask these questions: 

Is it still true that 50% of the tiles are on the board?  <Yes; no tiles were added/removed.> 

Is it still true that 1/2 of the tiles are on the board? <Yes; no tiles were added/removed.> 

Is it still true that this is a good graphical representation of 1/2 of the frame?  <It is not.> 
 

8.  Bring out a Hundred Square paper.  Demonstrate different ways of shading squares to 

graphically represent the quantity 1/2: 

- Shade the top half 

- Rotate the page so that the bottom half is shaded 

- Rotate the page so that the right half is shaded 

- Rotate the page so that the right half is shaded 

- On a new hundred square, draw a diagonal line from one corner to the opposing 

corner.  Shade 1/2 of the page.  Ask if this is a graphical representation of the quantity 

1/2 .  <It is, but it cannot be replicated with the tiles unless we cut some in half 

diagonally.> 
 

9. Reconfigure the tiles on the Hundred Board so that they fill 1/2 of the frame.  Carefully set 

the board on the side of the rug exactly as configured for use later in the lesson. 
 

10. Bring out the fraction insets.  Choose the 1/2 piece.  Confirm that the piece represents 1/2 

of the whole circle.     
 

11. Lay the various representations of 1/2 side-by-side on the rug: half-filled Hundred Board, 

two hundred squares previously shaded to show 1/2 of the full hundred square, and the 1/2 

circle inset.  All of these represent 1/2.  Are they equal quantities?  <They are not.  The 

semicircle is half of the circle, whereas the tiles are covering half of the Hundred Board.  

They are each half of a whole, but because they are half of different wholes, they are not 

equal quantities, just as ½ of a dozen is not equal to ½ of a gross.> 
 

12.  Again, choose the 1/2 inset.  Ask what the piece represents.   

If children reply with 1/2, prompt them to say “1/2 of the circle” or “1/2 of the unit circle” 

or “1/2 of the fraction circle.”   

 

Ask if anyone can say what percent of the unit circle is in the piece you are holding. <50%> 

 

13. Bring out and introduce the Centesimal Frame.   

The word centesimal means relating to division into hundredths.  Show that the full unit 

circle has been divided into 100 equal divisions. 

Children may remember the Montessori Protractor, which divides the unit circle into 360 

equal divisions.  We call every division on that circle 1degree. 

Ask if anyone can say what every division on the Centesimal Circle might be called?          

< Every division is 1% of the circle!> 
 

14.  Erase the white board.  Place the 1/2 inset into the Centesimal Frame and demonstrate 

reading the frame.   
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15. Tape the shaded Hundred Square paper to the white board and write/draw the following: 

  
          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 

1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = 50% 

2   2 

 50  tiles = 50% 

100  
 

16.  Discuss the results with the children.  “What do these drawings show?”  <They show that 

1/2 of something is the same as 50% of it.>   

Add to the illustration by writing:    1 = 50% 

                                             2 
 

17. Choose the 1/3 fraction inset and place it in the Centesimal Frame.  Demonstrate that it 

doesn’t measure very evenly.  It is between 33% and 34%.  Return the 1/3 inset to its 

frame.   

Choose the 1/4 fraction inset.  Demonstrate that it matches up with 25% 

 

Follow-up: 

Children should practice finding the percent equivalent to commonly used, easily 

conceptualized percentages (follows). 

 

Control of Error:  

Teacher-check.  (Shadings will vary enough that no CoE card is provided for the shading 

portion.) 
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Representing Percents as Fractions 
 

Shade the hundred-squares and unit circles as indicated.  Count the squares on the hundred-

square to find the percent equivalent for each fraction.  Use the Centesimal Frame to measure 

the percent equivalent for each fraction. Do they agree?  Complete the number sentence in the 

box telling what you found.  The first one is done for you: 

  
          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 

1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = 50% 

2   2 

 50  tiles = 50% 

100  

 

 

  
          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 

1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = ______% 

4   4 

 

       tiles = _____% 

100   

1= 50% 

2 

1= ____% 

4 
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1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = ______% 

5   5 

 

       tiles = _____% 

100  

 

 

  
          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 

1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = ______% 

10   10 

 

       tiles = _____% 

100  

 

 

 

1= ____% 

5 

 1= ____% 

10 
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3 of Hundred Board = 3 of the Unit Circle = ______% 

4   4 

 

       tiles = _____% 

100  

 

 

  
          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 

2 of Hundred Board = 2 of the Unit Circle = ______% 

 2    2 

 

       tiles = _____% 

100  

  

3= ____% 

4 

2= ____% 

2 

 

2 = 1 whole 

2  

 

1 = ____% 
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Control of Error for Representing Percents as Fractions 
 

Shade the hundred-squares and unit circles as indicated.  Count the squares on the hundred-

square to find the percent equivalent for each fraction.  Use the Centesimal Frame to measure 

the percent equivalent for each fraction. Do they agree?  Complete the number sentence in the 

box telling what you found.  The first one is done for you: 

  
          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 

1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = 50% 

2   2 

 50  tiles = 50% 

100  
 

 

Shading will vary Shading will vary 
 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 

1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle =   25   % 

4   4 

 

  25 tiles =    25   % 

100   

1= 50% 

2 

1=   25   % 

4 
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Shading will vary Shading will vary   
 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 

         

 

1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle =   20   % 

5   5 

 

  20   tiles =   20   % 

100  

 

 

Shading will vary Shading will vary   
 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 

         

          

1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle =   10   % 

10   10 

 

  10   tiles =   10   % 

100  

 

 

 

 

1=  20  % 

5 

 1=   10   % 

10 
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Shading will vary Shading will vary   
          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 

3 of Hundred Board = 3 of the Unit Circle =  75  % 

4   4 

 

  75  tiles =  75  % 

100  

 

   
          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 

2 of Hundred Board = 2 of the Unit Circle = 100 % 

 2    2 

 

100  tiles = 100 % 

100  

  

3=  75  % 

4 

2= 100 % 

2 

 

2 = 1 whole 

2  

 

1 = 100 % 
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Graphical Representation of Percents 
Interpreting Pie Charts 

 

 

Materials:  

Examples of Data Tables, Bar Graphs, and Pie Charts (samples follow – prepare ahead 

by printing, cutting apart, and laminating) 

 

Direct Aim:  

 To interpret data from pie charts as expressing relative quantities 

 

Indirect Aim: 

 Preparation to create pie charts 

  

Prerequisites:   

 Fundamental understanding that percent expresses a ratio, a relative quantity 

 Understanding that 100% means all 

 Experience with several other types of graphs is extremely helpful, but not required 

  (Children should have at least experienced bar charts) 

 

Presentation: 

1. Initiate a discussion about children’s prior experience with graphs.  Key points to include: 

- graphs visually depict data to tell a story 

- numbers can tell the same story, but it takes longer to interpret numbers than a picture 

- Discuss the quote “A picture is worth a thousand words” applies to graphs. 

 

2. “Let’s look at an example.  Let’s pretend that we took a poll in our class to see how many 

pets of each type the children in our class have.”  Show the tabular results that follow this 

lesson. 

 

3. Most graphs show how numbers relate to each other.  A bar graph or histogram would 

show us these results nicely.  Show the bar graph.  Discuss the relative merits of the bar 

graph to the raw data. 

 

4. Bar graphs show the absolute magnitude of the numbers.  We can see exactly how many 

dogs, cats, fish, ferrets, and horses our class has altogether.  But sometimes we want to 

see the quantities relative to one another.  For example, what if we wanted to know if the 

number of dogs and cats made up more or less than half of all of the pets owned by our 

children.  How would we do that with a bar graph?  <We would have to add up the 

number of dogs and cats and also the total number of pets in the class.  Then we would 

have to compare the two numbers.> 
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5. An alternative is the pie chart, which shows the numbers as percents.  Show the pie chart.  

Explain that the blue segment represents the percent of class pets that are dogs.  The red 

shows the percent of class pets that are cats.  The green… (etc.).  With this graph we can 

easily see how the number of pets that are dogs and cats compare to the total.   

- Ask what it would look like if the number of dogs and cats was exactly half of the total 

number of pets.  <The blue and red sectors together would make a semi-circle.> 

- Ask if the number of dogs and cats as shown on this pie chart is more or less than half.  

<It is more.> 

 

6. Compare the pie chart and the bar graph.  Both show that dogs are the most popular, 

followed by fish, cats, horses, and ferrets.   

- Ask which would be more useful if we wanted to know the exact number of horses.  

<bar graph> 

- Ask which would be more useful if we wanted to know how fish, ferrets, and horses 

combined compared to dogs?  <The pie chart – it shows that the number of fishes, 

ferrets, and horses combined are roughly equal to the number of dogs.  In point of 

fact, the data says that the combined total of fish, ferrets, and horses is 31 – 1 less 

than the number of dogs.  We can’t see that quite so precisely on the pie chart, but we 

can say that they are about equal.> 

 

7. Sometimes pie charts have a “data call-out”.  Show the pie chart with data call-out.  

Discuss how this makes the comparison of segments a bit more precise – we total the 

percentages for fish, ferrets, and horses and see that together they represent 40% of the 

pet population.  When we compare that to the percent of the pets that are dogs, we can 

see that there are more dogs by 1%. 

 

8. Show the pie chart Sources of Electricity Generation in Iowa in 2016. 

(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Iowa_Electricity_Generation_Sources_Pie_Chart.svg ) 

Ask pertinent questions such as which is the predominant source for electricity, how the 

three smallest sources combined compare to coal or wind, etc. 

Round each percent off to the nearest 5%.  Coal provided about 45% of the electricity for 

Iowa; wind provided about 35% and nuclear provided about 10%.   With those 

approximations, we can see that coal produced about 4 ½ times as much energy as 

nuclear; wind provided about 3 ½ times as much electricity as nuclear.   

 

Follow-up:  Children should interpret data presented on pie charts.   A sheet with a few 

graphs is provided for an initial experience, but pie charts will take on more significance if 

the children see real data on topics of current interest being conveyed graphically.   USA 

Today is a great source for pie charts – they typically have at least one displayed prominently 

each day.  If interpreting pie graphs can become a day-starter activity at least once per week, 

current events and mathematics will be integrated, providing relevance and cross-curricular 

applications (curricular webbing).   

 

Control of Error: One is provided for the activity sheet that follows. 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Iowa_Electricity_Generation_Sources_Pie_Chart.svg
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Pets in Our Class 

 

Dogs and puppies 32 

Cats and kittens 15 

Fish 22 

Ferrets 2 

Horses 7 
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Dogs
41%

Cats 
19%

Fish
28%

Ferrets
3%

Horses
9%

Pets in Our Class

Dogs Cats Fish Ferrets Horses
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Aflafla1 [CC0], from Wikimedia Commons  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Iowa_Electricity_Generation_Sources_Pie_Chart.svg 

Interpreting Pie Charts 
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The pie chart to the right shows 

how people get around in 

Singapore.  Please answer the 

following questions: 

1. What form of transportation is most 

popular?  

_____________________ 
 

2. What relationship can you see 

between cars and taxis combined and 

busses and trains combined? 

______________________ 
http://singaporetransportpolicies.blogspot.com/ 

 

3. Can you compare people’s use of busses and their use of trains?  Why or why not? 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

 

The pie chart to the left shows relative 

amounts of CO2 emissions generated per 

country.  Please answer the following 

questions: 

4. Where does the US rank on this chart (first, 

second…)? 

_____________________ 

 

5. What country produces about half as much of 

the CO2 emissions generated in the US? 

____________________________ 
 

6. China produces about how many times more  

 

emissions than the US?_________________ 

 

 

The pie chart to the right shows children’s 

favorite healthy snacks.   Please answer the 

following questions: 

7. If the total number of children polled was 

240, how many children replied that they  
 

preferred cheese? _________________  
 

8. How many children preferred hot dogs? 
 

 __________________________________ 
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hot dog

Control of Error for Interpreting Pie Charts 
 

The pie chart to the right shows 

how people get around in 

Singapore.  Please answer the 

following questions: 

1. What form of transportation is 

most popular?  

Busses and Trains 
  

2. What relationship can you see 

between cars and taxis 

combined and busses and trains 

combined? 

Cars + Taxis is about equal to  

Busses and Trains 
http://singaporetransportpolicies.blogspot.com/ 

 

3. Can you compare people’s use of busses and their use of trains?  Why or why not? 

No comparison can be made because they were combined into a single category or response. 

 

 

The pie chart to the left shows relative 

amounts of CO2 emissions generated per 

country.  Please answer the following 

questions: 

4. Where does the US rank on this chart (first, 

second…)? The US is third, behind China and 

all other countries combined. 
 

5. What country produces about half as much of 

the CO2 emissions generated in the US? 

At about 7%, India produces about half 

American production  
 

6. China produces about how many times more  

emissions than the US? China  at  ~30%., 

produces about twice the emissions of the US.  

 

The pie chart to the right shows children’s 

favorite healthy snacks.   Please answer the 

following questions: 

7. If the total number of children polled was 240, 

how many children replied that they  

preferred cheese? 20% of 240 = 48  
 

8. How many children preferred hot dogs? 

1% of 240 = 2.4  Since you can’t have 2.4 

children, the answer is 2 or 3 children. 
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	3. Percents prologue and IoD Chart 
	Thoughts Before Beginning Percents
	Percentage is an interesting topic.  Percents permeate our lives, especially in business.  But familiarity has not resulted in comfortability.  As a culture, we get the gist of what percentages are trying to tell us without really understanding them. ...
	More is the pity.  Percentages are not overly complex.  Unfortunately, percent operations are classically taught almost as an afterthought, predominantly (or exclusively) through converting percentages to and from decimals.   While this is expeditious...
	Montessori said that to teach a thing in isolation is to create confusion.  My recollection of learning to calculate with percents is a perfect illustration of this.  I well remember being told to move the decimal point 2 positions to convert from a p...
	We can do better than that for our children!  We can provide mathematical and practical context that is relevant to the children’s prior learning and to their life experiences.  The sequence of lessons in this section leads children understand percent...
	This multi-faceted approach provides repetition in disguise through the spiral curriculum – brilliant aspects of The Montessori Method.  Some of the benefits include:
	- strengthening mathematical concepts previously taught in isolation and in application: fractions, ratio/proportions, and/or decimals
	- modeling and encouraging flexibility when approaching mathematical problems.  There is rarely only one way to solve a problem!
	- providing relevance - a richer “tapestry” of numbers and their operations.
	This approach offers the guide a sequencing choice of two different “spiral staircases”.
	- One option is to teach both the fraction approach and the decimal approach (the full sequence in this album) after children are successful with both fractions and decimals.  This approach has the benefit of causing children to reconnect with fractio...
	- Another choice is to study percentages through fraction equivalencies after children are successful with abstract fraction operations and save the decimal approach until after they are successful with abstract decimal operations.  This approach has ...
	In either case, refreshing concepts in the context of a new procedure is part of what transmutes episodic memory to semantic memory – a more durable form of memory.
	The choice of sequence is left to the guide.  Factors that might impact this decision include:
	- The sequence already in place in other classrooms in the school
	- The sequence suggested by the standards followed by the school
	- Children’s individual pacing relative to the standards  (For example, if children are to be held accountable for an understanding of basic percentages before they have encountered decimals, they may be highly successful with percents taught through ...
	In some cases, particularly if percentages are introduced after children are fully fluent with both fractions and decimals, students may not need the granularity that has been written into these lessons. In deciding whether a particular lesson could b...
	Some Housekeeping
	NOTATION FOR “WRITE THIS”
	Many topics are presented concretely with parallel recording.  This does require the children to do some guided logical processing of equations. Throughout the album, there will be indicators of what to write on the board, building a logical flow to a...
	Ninety percent of the children are going on the trip.   There are 30 children.
	Ninety percent of the children are going on the trip.   There are 30 children.
	90%       x          30       =  going
	Ninety percent of the children are going on the trip.   There are 30 children.
	90%         x           30        =  going
	90          x          30       =  going
	100
	This illustrates 3 cycles of writing.  Initially, write the sentences “Ninety percent of the children are going on the trip.   There are 30 children.”  In the second step of writing, the portion that is already on the board has been grayed out; the ne...
	A NOTE ABOUT SOLVING FRACTION EQUIVALENCIES WITH CROSS PRODUCTS
	The ability to solve fraction equivalencies using cross products may or may not be a standard to which your children are held at the elementary level.  It is a useful tool, one that can give children greater confidence when working with fractions, rea...
	FOLLOW-UP OPTIONS
	Montessori knew it.  Neuroscience supports it.  Real learning doesn’t happen in the lesson – it happens after the lesson, when children are working with the concepts on their own.  This “second period” of learning, when children follow the process lai...
	The follow-up activities were written presuming that children can complete whole number operations with relative ease.  In so doing, follow-ups refresh whole number operations while learning about percents.  If this is not the case, if the mechanics o...
	In many cases, the provided follow-up will be sufficient practice for children to be prepared for the isolated difficulty in the next lesson in the sequence.  If this does not prove to be the case, there are ample resources for additional problems in ...
	Table of Direct Aims (Isolated Difficulties)
	For Use in Decisions About Skipping / Combining Lessons

	4. Making Sense of Percents content
	Percentages in Everyday Life
	Materials: 100 board with all tiles in place, numerals face-down so that numeric sequence not
	needed (prepare ahead)
	Small bowl or cup
	Bag with checkers or other tokens
	Weather forecast for the day including probability of precipitation
	OPTIONAL: nomenclature tickets (follow the lesson)
	Direct Aim:  to define the term percent
	To understand percentage as a ratio – a quantity relative to 100.
	To develop awareness of the use of percentages in real life (context and relevance)
	Indirect Aim: to prepare children to perform percent calculations
	Prerequisites:  Competency with fraction equivalency – concept and calculations
	Previous work with ratios is helpful, but not required
	Presentation:
	PART ONE- PECRCENT DEFINED
	1. Ask children what they know about percents.  Accept all reasonable answers.
	2. Show the word percent.  Ask the children if they see any prefixes or suffixes or root words in percent.  <There is a prefix, per, and a root word, cent.>.
	3. Explore the meaning of the prefix, per-.  If necessary, give examples of it in use in isolation, such as “5 apple slices per person”, “one tray per trip across the room”, etc.  Lead children to the definition that per- means for each.
	Lay out 2 tickets: per- and for each (tickets follow the lesson)
	4. Similarly, explore the meaning of cent.   Children will likely identify it as a penny.  If so, accept that answer for the moment, but drop “breadcrumbs”, discussing the meaning of words like centurion, century, centigrade, centipede…
	Ultimately, children will conclude that cent means 100.
	Lay out 2 tickets:  cent and 100
	Recall that a cent is a penny; 100 cents makes a dollar; a penny is 1/100 of a dollar.
	5. Ask the children to combine the prefix and root work to define percent.  <They will readily conclude that percent means for each 100. >
	6. Show the ticket with the percent symbol: %.
	NOTE: If you write the symbol rather than use tickets, please be sure that it takes the form of a diagonal with two disconnected circles: % rather than %.
	State that % is the symbol for percent.  (This will not be a surprise to the children.)
	Explain how the symbol helps us remember that percent means for each 100.
	The diagonal line represents the 1 in 100, and the two circles represent the two zeros.
	If you use notation in your classroom such as 3x/week to mean three times per week, you can alternatively explain that the 1 is on a diagonal to capture the meaning per.
	7. Write a few percentages and have the children read them: 5% 100%, 500%, 12 ½ %...
	PART TWO - PECRCENT AS A PORTION OF 100
	8. Bring out the Hundred Board. (See advance preparation in the materials list).  For some, this is second period work, working with the concept of percent.  For others, this is the third period work confirming their knowledge.  Children in 3rd period...
	Ask the children to confirm the number of tiles on the board.
	<There are 100 tiles.  For this activity, all percentages are relative to a total of 100 tiles.>
	Remove a number of tiles (here we will use the example of 6) and place them in the cup.
	Ask what percent of the tiles are in the cup.
	<6% of the tiles or 6 out of 100 tiles>   Place the cup on the rug.
	Place another quantity of tiles (here 10) back in the now-empty box that stores the tiles.  Ask what percent of the tiles are in the box.
	<10% of the tiles or 10 out of 100 tiles >   Place the box off of the rug.
	Ask what percent of the tiles are still on the Hundred Board.
	<84% of the tiles or 84 out of 100 tiles >
	Ask what percent of the tiles are laying loose on the rug
	<0% of the tiles or 0 out of 100 tiles >
	Ask what percent of the tiles are in or on something that is on the rug.
	<90% of the tiles or 90 out of 100 tiles >
	Ask what percent of the tiles are not on the hundred board.
	<16% of the tiles or 16 out of 100 tiles >
	Ask what percent of the tiles are on the shelf
	<0% of the tiles or 0 out of 100 tiles >
	Set the Hundred Board aside.
	9. Explore the meaning further.    “Here, we had exactly 100 tiles, which was convenient.  We don’t always have 100 of something when we are talking about percents.”
	Bring out a bag of checkers.  Do not reveal the contents.  “If I have a bag of tokens and 50% of them are red, that means that 50 out of every 100 are red.
	If there are 100 tokens in the bag, which is something that we don’t know, there will be 50 red ones and 50 that are not red.
	If there are 200 tokens, twice as many as before, how many will be red?
	<50 for the first hundred and 50 for the second hundred: 50 x 2 =100>
	If there are 1,000 tokens, ten times as many as before, how many will be red?  <50 per hundred x10 hundreds = 500>”
	When we say 50% red, we aren’t saying how many there are, we are saying what the ratio is of red to not-red: 50 out of every 100 are red.
	“If I wanted to say that there were exactly 50 red tokens in the bag, I would say,
	‘50 of the tokens are red.’
	If I wanted to say that 50 out of every 100 tokens in the bag were red, I would say,
	‘50% of the tokens are red.’”
	Do not rush this concept.  If needed, give more examples such as
	- 10% of the people at a concert have red hair
	o What if there are 100 people at the concert?  300?   500?
	- 25% of the time that my team is up to bat, the batter gets to first base
	o What if my team is up to bat 100 times in a season?  1000 times?
	NOTE:  So far, we are only taking percentages of total amounts that are multiples of 100!!
	10. Show the weather forecast for the day including the probability for precipitation.  For this write-up, we assume a 40% probability of precipitation.
	Explain that this means that if there were 100 days with weather conditions just like today’s, it would rain or snow on 40 out of 100 days.
	Were there really exactly 100 days in the past with weather conditions just like today?  <No.>  But no matter how many days there were, the ratio of days with precipitation to the total number of days was 40 out of 100 or 40%
	Note: If children have worked with ratio and proportion prior to this, the concept of “40 out of 100” will be familiar.  That is not needed to be successful with upcoming lessons, but it will cause children to “trip” to new concepts more quickly.
	Ask (in our example of a day with 40% probability of precipitation) what percent of the days with weather conditions just like today it would not rain or snow. <60%>
	Ask if it is likely it is to rain/snow today.  <It is somewhat unlikely>
	Ask what it would mean if the probability of precipitation were 0%.
	<If there were 100 days with conditions just like today, it would rain/snow 0 out of 100 days.  It would not rain/snow on any of the days.>
	Ask if it is likely it is to rain/snow today.  <It is very unlikely>
	Ask what it would mean if the probability of precipitation were 100%.
	<If there were 100 days with conditions just like today, it would rain/snow 100 out of 100 days.  It would rain/snow on every one of the days.>
	Ask if it is likely it is to rain/snow today.  <It is very likely>.
	Follow-up: Children should gain greater familiarity with the term percent and the idea that it is an expression of ratio – a relative quantity.  One such activity follows.
	Reminder: If children have had significant experience with percentages, they may have come to this lesson with these concepts well in hand.  If they demonstrated 3rd period understanding of these concepts during the lesson, consider continuing on to t...
	Control of Error: Checker or Teacher
	Tickets for Percentages in Everyday Life
	Percentages in Everyday Life
	In the box to the left, decorate the % symbol with words and/or pictures that will help you remember the meaning of the symbol.
	%
	The meteorologist says that there is a 25% chance of rain today.  What does 25% mean in this context? _______________________________________________
	What are the chances that it will not rain today? _______________
	* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
	A charity’s website says that 95 cents out of every dollar (100 cents) donated helps people in the local community.  What percent does that represent? _______
	What percent of donations goes to pay for the cost to run the charity?  _______
	If the class donated $100, how much money would go to help people? _________
	If the class donated $200, how much money would go to help people? _________
	* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
	Let’s talk about coins!  How many pennies are there in a dollar?  _________
	1 penny (or 1 cent) is what percent of a dollar? _________
	1 nickel (or 5 cents) is what percent of a dollar? _________
	1 dime (or ___ cents) is what percent of a dollar? _________
	1 quarter (or ____ cents) is what percent of a dollar? _________
	1 half-dollar (or ____ cents) is what percent of a dollar? _________
	Control of Error for Percentages in Everyday Life
	In the box to the left, decorate the % symbol with words and/or pictures that will help you remember the meaning of the symbol.  Decorations will vary!!
	%
	The meteorologist says that there is a 25% chance of rain today.  What does 25% mean in this context? If conditions were like this for 100 days, it would rain on 25 days.
	What are the chances that it will not rain today?   75% chance that it will not rain.
	* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
	A charity’s website says that 95 cents out of every dollar (100 cents) donated helps people in the local community.  What percent does that represent?   95%
	What percent of donations goes to pay for the cost to run the charity?  5%
	If the class donated $100, how much money would go to help people? $95
	If the class donated $200, how much money would go to help people? $190
	* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
	Let’s talk about coins!  How many pennies are there is a dollar?   100
	1 penny (or 1 cent) is what percent of a dollar? 1%
	1 nickel (or 5 cents) is what percent of a dollar?  5%
	1 dime (or 10 cents) is what percent of a dollar?  10%
	1 quarter (or 25 cents) is what percent of a dollar?  25%
	1 half-dollar (or 50 cents) is what percent of a dollar?  50%
	Representing Percents as Fractions
	Materials:
	100 board with all tiles in place, numerals face-down so that numeric sequence not
	needed (prepare ahead)
	Hundred Square Paper
	Fraction Insets
	Montessori Centesimal Frame and Montessori Protractor
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim:
	Introduce representing percent, “for each 100”, as a fraction (hundredths)
	Experience percentage concretely
	Indirect Aim: to prepare children to perform percent calculations
	Prerequisites:  Understanding percentage as a ratio – a quantity relative to 100.
	Presentation:
	1. Bring out the Hundred Board.  Ask the children to reiterate what was shown in the previous lesson with this material.  <We showed the meaning of percentage as a quantity relative to 100.>
	2. Write 13% on the white board and ask for a volunteer to use the Hundred Board to illustrate 13%.  <Child removes 13 tiles from the frame.  This is 13 tiles out of 100 OR    13 per hundred OR 13% of the tiles.>
	3. Explain that another way to represent the quantity 13 out of 100 is as a fraction: 13
	100
	Write 13% = 13 and explore these as two representations of the same quantity.
	100
	4.  Hand the Hundred Board to one child and the marker to another. Ask them to illustrate and record 21% as a percent and as a fraction.  <The child writes 21% = 21 , showing two ways
	100
	of expressing 21 out of 100.>
	5. With 2 new volunteers, repeat the process for 50%.
	<The child writes 50% = 50  showing two ways of expressing 50 out of 100.>
	100
	6. Look at the fraction 50/100 and its representation on the Hundred Board thoughtfully.  Ask if anyone can think of another way to represent that quantity.  <It is the same as 1/2.>  Look at the way that the child with the Hundred Board chose to repr...
	7. Re-arrange the 50 tiles so that they are spread throughout the frame.  Ask these questions:
	Is it still true that 50% of the tiles are on the board?  <Yes; no tiles were added/removed.>
	Is it still true that 1/2 of the tiles are on the board? <Yes; no tiles were added/removed.>
	Is it still true that this is a good graphical representation of 1/2 of the frame?  <It is not.>
	8.  Bring out a Hundred Square paper.  Demonstrate different ways of shading squares to graphically represent the quantity 1/2:
	- Shade the top half
	- Rotate the page so that the bottom half is shaded
	- Rotate the page so that the right half is shaded
	- Rotate the page so that the right half is shaded
	- On a new hundred square, draw a diagonal line from one corner to the opposing corner.  Shade 1/2 of the page.  Ask if this is a graphical representation of the quantity 1/2 .  <It is, but it cannot be replicated with the tiles unless we cut some in ...
	9. Reconfigure the tiles on the Hundred Board so that they fill 1/2 of the frame.  Carefully set the board on the side of the rug exactly as configured for use later in the lesson.
	10. Bring out the fraction insets.  Choose the 1/2 piece.  Confirm that the piece represents 1/2 of the whole circle.
	11. Lay the various representations of 1/2 side-by-side on the rug: half-filled Hundred Board, two hundred squares previously shaded to show 1/2 of the full hundred square, and the 1/2 circle inset.  All of these represent 1/2.  Are they equal quantit...
	12.  Again, choose the 1/2 inset.  Ask what the piece represents.
	If children reply with 1/2, prompt them to say “1/2 of the circle” or “1/2 of the unit circle” or “1/2 of the fraction circle.”
	Ask if anyone can say what percent of the unit circle is in the piece you are holding. <50%>
	13. Bring out and introduce the Centesimal Frame.
	The word centesimal means relating to division into hundredths.  Show that the full unit circle has been divided into 100 equal divisions.
	Children may remember the Montessori Protractor, which divides the unit circle into 360 equal divisions.  We call every division on that circle 1degree.
	Ask if anyone can say what every division on the Centesimal Circle might be called?          < Every division is 1% of the circle!>
	14.  Erase the white board.  Place the 1/2 inset into the Centesimal Frame and demonstrate reading the frame.
	15. Tape the shaded Hundred Square paper to the white board and write/draw the following:
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = 50%
	2   2
	50  tiles = 50%
	100
	16.  Discuss the results with the children.  “What do these drawings show?”  <They show that 1/2 of something is the same as 50% of it.>
	Add to the illustration by writing:    1 = 50%
	2
	17. Choose the 1/3 fraction inset and place it in the Centesimal Frame.  Demonstrate that it doesn’t measure very evenly.  It is between 33% and 34%.  Return the 1/3 inset to its frame.
	Choose the 1/4 fraction inset.  Demonstrate that it matches up with 25%
	Follow-up:
	Children should practice finding the percent equivalent to commonly used, easily conceptualized percentages (follows).
	Control of Error:
	Teacher-check.  (Shadings will vary enough that no CoE card is provided for the shading portion.)
	Representing Percents as Fractions
	Shade the hundred-squares and unit circles as indicated.  Count the squares on the hundred-square to find the percent equivalent for each fraction.  Use the Centesimal Frame to measure the percent equivalent for each fraction. Do they agree?  Complete...
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = 50%
	2   2
	50  tiles = 50%
	100
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = ______%
	4   4
	tiles = _____%
	100
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = ______%
	5   5
	tiles = _____%
	100
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = ______%
	10   10
	tiles = _____%
	100
	3 of Hundred Board = 3 of the Unit Circle = ______%
	4   4
	tiles = _____%
	100
	2 of Hundred Board = 2 of the Unit Circle = ______%
	2    2
	tiles = _____%
	100
	Control of Error for Representing Percents as Fractions
	Shade the hundred-squares and unit circles as indicated.  Count the squares on the hundred-square to find the percent equivalent for each fraction.  Use the Centesimal Frame to measure the percent equivalent for each fraction. Do they agree?  Complete...
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = 50%
	2   2
	50  tiles = 50%
	100
	Shading will vary Shading will vary
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle =   25   %
	4   4
	25 tiles =    25   %
	100
	Shading will vary Shading will vary
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle =   20   %
	5   5
	20   tiles =   20   %
	100
	Shading will vary Shading will vary
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle =   10   %
	10   10
	10   tiles =   10   %
	100
	Shading will vary Shading will vary
	3 of Hundred Board = 3 of the Unit Circle =  75  %
	4   4
	75  tiles =  75  %
	100
	2 of Hundred Board = 2 of the Unit Circle = 100 %
	2    2
	100  tiles = 100 %
	100
	Equivalent Fractions Review
	Materials:
	Children will gather materials to show fraction equivalency.  Depending upon their experiences and materials available in the classroom, this may include:
	- Fraction insets
	o Fraction Circles (metal insets and/or plastic pieces)
	o Equivalency Insets (square with rectangles or triangles)
	- Fraction Equivalency Chart
	- Fraction Skittles
	- Other  (may get creative!)
	A few sheets of metal inset paper
	2 quarters and a half-dollar (coins)
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim:
	Review concrete and abstract means of finding fraction equivalencies.
	RECOMMENDED: If not previously presented (in ratio/proportion studies) to learn to solve for equivalent fractions by the cross-product method.
	Indirect Aim: to prepare children to convert percents to a fraction with a denominator of 100
	Prerequisites:  Competency with fraction equivalency – concept and calculations
	Mastery of long division
	Prior ratio work is helpful, but not required.
	Presentation:
	1. On the white board, write the following equivalency (mock fanfare optional):
	1   =    2
	2         4                           “Ta-da!”
	2. Express that this comes as no surprise to anyone in the lesson.  Ask the children what materials they can find that show this relationship.  Give them a few minutes to gather whatever they can and bring it to the lesson area.  Give each an opportun...
	3. Time and interest permitting, explore ways of showing the equivalency that the children did not bring to the lesson area.  A few ideas might include:
	 A metal inset paper
	o Fold the paper in half; score & draw a line down the fold.
	o Write ½ boldly on one side of the fold.
	o Turn the paper 90º.
	o Gently fold the paper in half in the other direction.
	o Score only the part of the fold on the unmarked half of the page.
	o Draw a line on the new fold only on the unmarked half of the page.
	o Write ¼ boldly on each of the 2 newly created squares.
	14
	14
	 Bring out two quarters and a half-dollar
	o Remind children that the quarters are ¼ of a dollar.
	o Ask a volunteer to use the coins to show the equivalency (2 quarters and a half-dollar are each worth 50 cents – they are equivalent).
	 The same relationship can be shown with time (2 quarter hours is the same as a half hour)
	 Other ideas?
	4. Erase the white board.  Write a new equivalency:
	2   =    3
	4         6
	5. Ask the children which of the materials that they brought could be used to demonstrate the new equivalency.  <Some work well while others do not.  For example, the fraction circle pieces can be used to show equivalent parts of a circle, whereas cur...
	6. Ask the children if there is an abstract way to prove that these two fractions are equivalent.  <Reducing each of the two fractions to lowest terms – ½ will show equivalency.> OPTIONAL –Share the story of Euclid (Famous Greek Philosopher, who made ...
	7. What about other fraction equivalencies?  Ask how to find the fraction in 21sts  that is equivalent to 2/3:
	2   =    ?
	3         21
	< In all likelihood, children will multiply 2/3 by 7/7 to get the answer 14/21.  If they cannot, please consider stopping the lesson at this point for further practice before proceeding. >
	Write:   2  •  7   =    14  We call this the “multiply by 1 method”
	3 • 7         21
	8. Practice solving several more fraction equivalencies with the unknown quantity in different positions using multiply by one method until children show confidence (see Follow-Up).
	9. If children know how to verify the fraction equivalency using the cross-product method, confirm their skills and understanding and go on to step 10.   If children have not learned this in prior lessons with ratio and proportion, it can be taught as...
	10. Practice solving several more fraction equivalencies using cross-products until children show confidence in the method.  Be sure to do problems where the unknown quantity is in each of the 4 possible positions.
	3   =    12
	5
	3   =         .
	5         20
	=   12
	5         20
	5   =    25
	40
	When children have done a few of these, ask them to verbalize the process in their own words.  < They will likely say something like, “we multiply the two numbers that share a leg of the cross and divide by the number that is by itself.”  This is an e...
	Follow-up:  Children should practice finding fraction equivalencies with both methods
	If finding equivalent fractions using cross-products is a new concept, daily practice of a couple of problems is advised until such time as children are using this technique to solve percent problems.
	If not implementing cross-product instruction at this time, for the last few problems of the set will be more computationally reasonable if children recognize that the ratio as expressed can be reduced to a lower form, at which point “multiply by one”...
	NOTE: From this point forward, lessons presume that cross-multiplication has been included as part of this sequence, although follow-up options are suitable for either situation.
	Control of Error: The checker (follows)
	Equivalent Fractions
	Solve the following equivalencies using the multiply by one method.  The first one is done for you.  Show your work.
	2 • 5  =  ??      2   = 10  2       =  ??
	5 • 5      25      5      25 13         26
	5       =   ??  9       =  ??
	12           24  11          44
	3       =   ??  9       =  27
	7            63  11          ??
	??       =  16  5       =  40
	12           48  ??           64
	2       =  10   2       =  ??
	13           ??  21         210
	Solve the following equivalencies using the cross-product  method.  The first one is done for you.  Show your work.
	2   =   ??        (2 x 21) ÷3 = 14 2   =  14
	3         21                      3        21
	5   =    ??
	8         32
	3   =    ??
	4         100
	2   =    ??
	25      100
	5   =      4
	?         100
	??   =    20
	12         30
	Control of Error for Equivalent Fractions
	Solve the following equivalencies using the multiply by one method.  The first one is done for you.  Show your work.
	2 • 5  =  ??      2   = 10  2 • 2  =  ??       2 =  4
	5 • 5      25      5      25 13• 2      26     13    26
	5 • 2 =   ??     5 = 10   9 • 4   =  ??       9 = 36
	12• 2      24    12   24 11• 4        44      11    44
	3 • 9  =   ??     3 = 27  9 • 3  =  27       9 = 27
	7 • 9       63     7    63 11 • 3     ??       11   33
	?? • 4  =  16      4 = 16   5 • 8  =  40        5= 40
	12 • 4      48     12   48 ?? • 8      64        8   64
	2 • 5  =  10     2 = 10  2 • 10  =  ??        2 =  20
	13• 5       ??    13    65 21 • 10     210     21   210
	Solve the following equivalencies using the cross-product  method.  The first one is done for you.  Show your work.
	2   =  ??       (2 x 21) ÷3 = 14 2   =  14
	3       21                              3        21
	5   =   ??     (5 x 32) ÷ 8 = 20             5  =  20
	8        32                                    8      32
	3   =    ??    (3 x 100) ÷ 4 = 75 3   =    75
	4         100                                           4         100
	2   =    ??      (2 x 100) ÷ 25 = 8           2   =     8
	25      100                                     25      100
	5   =      4       (5 x 100) ÷ 4 = 125  5   =      4
	?         100                                        125       100
	??   =    20    (12 x 20) ÷ 30 = 8   8   =    20
	12         30                                   12        30
	Representing Ratios as Percents
	Materials:
	Weather forecast for the week including probability of precipitation for several days
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim:
	To learn to express a given a ratio as a percent
	Indirect Aim:
	To prepare for mental percentage calculations (a great skill to have as an adult!)
	Prerequisites:
	Mastery of whole number multiplication and division, including expressing remainders
	as  a fraction or decimal
	Competency with fraction equivalency using multiply by 1 and cross-product methods
	Prior ratio work is helpful, but not required.
	Presentation:
	NOTE: The children have been learning about the concept of percents and how they might have encountered it in use in their lives.  Begin this lesson by helping them see the mathematical benefits of being able to compare probabilities or outcomes.
	1. Ask the children to recall a prior discussion about the probability of precipitation that is part of weather forecasting.  Consult the forecast for the day, noting the probability of precipitation.  For this write-up, we will again assume that ther...
	Ask a volunteer to explain what that 40% really means.
	< Accept any answers so long as they are factually accurate.  The response that is needed for this lesson is that a 40% probability of precipitation says that if there were 100 days with conditions just like today, there would be precipitation on 40 o...
	If the children do not readily provide this description, fill in the blanks for them.
	2. Scan forecast for the week. Discuss which days are more or less likely to have precipitation.  State that the reason that we are able to easily compare one day to the next is that all of the probabilities are expressed as percentages.
	3. Post a fictional weekly precipitation forecast where the probability is listed according to actual days that have had conditions just like today (see below).  For example, on Sunday, there have been 20 days just like today, of which 17 have had som...
	4   =      ?
	5         100
	4 • 20  =  80    (    4   =      80%
	3   =   ??      (  ?? =  3 x 100  =  20
	15      100                      15
	(            20  = 20%
	100
	6 =  1   =  1   x 20  = 20  = 20%
	Representing Ratios as Percents (I)
	Find the equivalent percentage for each fraction.  You will find that for about half of the fractions, the denominator is a factor of 100 – you will know what form of one to use right away!  For the other half of the problems, the denominator is NOT a...
	2   2 • 20  =  40  =   40% 28  = 14      7 • 10  = 70 = 70%
	5   5 • 20     100       40     20     10 • 10    100
	13  17
	25 20
	1   1
	50  2
	4  9
	5 10
	40  18
	20 25
	6  9
	30 15
	27   6
	36 12
	7  18
	28 24
	45  240
	36  24
	Control of Error for Representing Ratios as Percents (I)
	Find the equivalent percentage for each fraction.   A method is shown for each problem to illustrate the process.  If you used a different method but got the same answer, as long as 6 are solved by multiplying by one and 6 are solved with cross-produc...
	2   2 • 20  =  40  =   40% 28  = 14     14 • 5  = 70 = 70%
	5   5 • 20     100       40     20     20 • 5    100
	13   13 • 4 = 52  =  52% 17  17 • 5  = 85 = 85%
	25   25 • 4   100 20  20 • 5    100
	1      1 • 2  =   2  = 2%  1   1 • 50  = 50  = 50%
	50  50 • 2     100  2   2 • 50    100
	4   4 • 20  = 80 = 80%  9     9 • 10  = 90 = 90%
	5   5 • 20    100  10  10 • 10    100
	40   40 • 5 = 200  = 200% 18  18 • 4 = 72 = 72%
	20   20 • 5    100 25  25 • 4   100
	6  = 1     1 • 20  = 20 = 20%   9  = 3    3 • 20  = 60 = 60%
	30   5      5 • 20    100      15     5    5 • 20    100
	27  = 3   3 • 25 = 75 = 75%     6    = 1    1 • 50  = 50 = 50%
	36     4   4 • 25    100 12      2     2 • 50     100
	7    = 1     1 • 25 = 25 = 25%  18   = 3     3 • 25  = 75 = 75%
	28     4      4 • 25    100 24      4     4 • 25    100
	45  = 5   5 • 25  =125 = 125% 240 = 10  10 • 100 = 1000 =  1000%
	36     4   4 • 25    100  24       1    1 • 100      100
	Find the equivalent percentage for each fraction.  Note that not all fractions are in lowest terms!  In some cases, reducing first will make your computations easier!  Choose any 6 problems to solve using the multiply by 1 method, and solve the remain...
	2   2 • 20  =  40     40% 28 = 7  ;  7 = ??  ; 7 x 100 = 700 = 70%
	5   5 • 20     100       40   10   10   100      10         10
	13  17
	25 20
	6  9
	30 15
	1   9
	50 12
	7  8
	28 10
	40  18
	20 24
	27  125
	36  25
	*****  Feeling brave?  These are trickier problems. They have fractions in the answers! *****
	Find the equivalent percentage for each fraction using whatever method you prefer.
	7    3
	8 200
	13  111
	250 200
	Control of Error for Representing Ratios as Percents (II)
	Find the equivalent percentage for each fraction.  Note that not all fractions are in lowest terms!  In some cases, reducing first will make your computations easier!  Choose any 6 problems to solve using the multiply by 1 method, and solve the remain...
	Since the choice of method was your choice, the checker only shows which fractions could be simplified before solving for the percentage AND the equivalent percentage
	2   2 • 20  =  40     40% 28  = ??   28 x 100 = 2800 = 280 = 70%
	5   5 • 20     100       40    100     40      40         4
	13            52% 17            85%
	25     20
	6  = 1     20%  9  = 3      60%
	30    5         15    5
	1              2%  9  = 3      75%
	50   12    4
	7  = 1      25%  8              80%
	28    4         10
	40  = 2     200% 18  = 3     75%
	20     1        24      4
	27  = 3    75% 125 = 5     500%
	36     4         25     1
	*****  Feeling brave?  These are trickier problems. They have fractions in the answers! *****
	Find the equivalent percentage for each fraction using whatever method you prefer.
	7     7x100 = 87.5% or   3    3x100 = 1.5% or
	8       8                    87 ½%  200   200               1 ½%
	13   13x100 = 5.2% or 111   111x100 = 55.5% or
	250    250               5-1/5% 200       200               55 ½%
	Calculating Percent of a Known Quantity
	Materials:
	100 board with all tiles in place, numerals face-down (prepare ahead)
	Stamp Game
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim:
	To learn to find given percent of a known quantity using fraction equivalencies
	Indirect Aim:
	To prepare to find given percent of a known quantity using decimal equivalencies
	Prerequisites:
	Understanding that % means per 100
	Familiarity with changing percentages into fraction equivalents (hundredths)
	Mastery of fraction multiplication including canceling
	Prior ratio work is helpful, but not required.
	Presentation:
	1. Bring out the Hundred Board (prepared ahead). Ask the children to recall the first percent lesson that they received, explaining what percent meant.  Explain that today’s lesson starts with ways to express some of the same relationships with mathem...
	2. Remove 10 tiles from the frame and place them on the rug.  Ask what percent of the tiles are on the rug.   < Children will readily answer, “10%.”  Prompt for the answer to take the form, “10% of the tiles  or 10 out of 100 tiles>
	3. Write a sentence that illustrates that demonstration:
	Ten percent of 100 tiles is 10 tiles.
	4.  Discus converting that sentence to a number sentence. “Ten percent” is 10%.  The word of says to multiply.  The mathematical equivalent to the word is equals”.  Write:
	Ten percent of 100 tiles is 10 tiles
	10%        x  100 tiles = 10 tiles
	5. Change the percent to its equivalent fraction.  Write:
	Ten percent of 100 tiles is 10 tiles
	10%        x  100 tiles = 10 tiles
	10          x  100 tiles = 10 tiles
	100
	6. By cancelling, prove the equivalency mathematically.  Write:
	Ten percent of 100 tiles is 10 tiles
	10%        x  100 tiles = 10 tiles
	10          x  100 tiles = 10 tiles              Confirm: 10 tiles = 10 tiles   (“ta-da”)
	100
	7. Set the hundred board and the 10 tiles to one side of the rug.
	8. “As we know, we don’t always have 100 of something to start with something.  But even when we don’t have 100 of something, we can use percents to describe the ratio of one thing to another.”
	Bring out the stamp game.  Explain that for the purpose of this lesson, the stamps do not have hierarchical values – they are just colored tiles.  (Alternatively, use green, blue, and red markers of some other origin.)
	Silently retrieve 7 green stamps, 2 blue stamps, and 1 red stamp and place them at the center of the rug with the numerals face-down.  Re-cover the stamp game and set the box aside.
	Ask how many stamps are on the rug.  <There are 10 stamps.>
	Ask how many of the 10 stamps are green.  <7 out of 10 stamps are green.>  Write:
	7 out of 10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green.
	Ask a volunteer to change the sentence using the mathematical equivalent to “7 out of 10”
	< 7/10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green.>  Write:
	7 out of 10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps.
	7        of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	10
	We want to change this into a percent statement.  To do that we will first change our fraction to have a denominator of 100, and then will change the notation to %.
	Ask, “7/10 equals how many hundredths?”  <70> Write:
	7 out of 10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps.
	7        of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	10
	70       of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	100
	Ask for the percent equivalent to 7/10. < 70%>
	7 out of 10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps.
	7        of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	10
	70       of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	100
	70 %   of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	Ask a volunteer to change what we have written into a number sentence.
	7 out of 10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps.
	7        of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	10
	70       of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	100
	70 %   of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	70%   x       10 stamps                =   green stamps
	Ask how many green stamps there are on the rug.  <There are 7.> Write:
	7 out of 10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps.
	7        of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	10
	70       of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	100
	70 %   of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	70%     x       10 stamps                   = green stamps
	70%   x       10 stamps               =    7 stamps               “70% of 10 is 7.”
	Ask a volunteer to write a number sentence describing the number of blue stamps.  They write:
	<20%   x      10 stamps       =    2 stamps >                     “20% of 10 is 2.”
	Ask a volunteer to write a number sentence describing the number of red stamps.  They write:
	<10%   x      10 stamps      =    1 stamp >                       “10% of 10 is 1.”
	9. Return the 10 stamps to the stamp game.
	“We have been experimenting with writing number sentences to describe known quantities.  What if we only know some of the quantities?”  Propose the following:
	Imagine that we want 30 stamps, of which 10% are green, 50% are blue, and 40% are red.  We need to figure out how many we need of each color.  Discuss and record:
	10%   x   30 stamps  =
	10     x   30 stamps  =
	100             3
	1      x   30 stamps  = 3 green stamps
	10
	50%  x 30 stamps =
	50    x 30 stamps =
	100       15
	1    x 30 stamps = 15 blue stamps
	2
	40 % x 30 stamps =
	40    x 30 stamps =
	100       6
	2    x 30 stamps = 12 red stamps
	5
	Gather 3 green stamps, 15 blue stamps, and 12 red stamps.  Confirm that the total is 30 stamps.
	Note: children with prior experience with ratios will find this fairly self-evident.
	10.   Demonstrate some calculations without stamps, such as:
	15%  x  80  =
	15     x  80  =
	100        4
	3      x 80 = 12
	20
	If we were to represent this with objects, this calculation says that 15% of 80 objects is 12 objects.  If we had 80 candy bars, 15% of which had peanuts, 12 of the 80 candy bars would have peanuts.
	Demonstrate as many problems of this type as necessary for the children to show confidence.
	Follow-up:  Children should practice problems where they compute a given percent of a known total quantity.  One page of such problems follow.  NOTE:  The last 4 problems are a nice lead-in to percents as decimals, which is to come.
	We have calculated percentage and part.  A third type of problem, where the total quantity is unknown, is much trickier to solve without the concepts that arise from early algebra.  Specifically, children need know to solve multiply both sides of an e...
	A shopper saved $4 when they bought an item that was marked 25% off.  What was the original price?
	25  x P = $4
	100
	100  •   25  x P = $4 • 100
	25       100                   25
	P = $4 • 4 = $16
	1
	While children can tackle this after just a few lessons arising from Euclid’s Axioms*, teaching children to solve this type of problem without the proper foundation is generally not advised when representing percents fractionally.  (It becomes easier ...
	Control of Error:  Checker card (provided)
	* For lessons on Euclid’s Axioms and other early algebraic concepts, please see the monograph Concrete Foundations in Early Algebra
	Calculating a Percent of a Known Quantity
	Use the fractional equivalent for each percentage to solve the following problems.  The first two are done for you.
	15  3
	10% of 1500   10 x 1500 =   150 75% of 150  70 x 150 = 70 x 3 =35 x 3 = 105
	100  100                2
	2
	25% of 444     17% of 1000
	80% of 625     32% of 125
	48% of 1200   12% of 400
	5% of 20     22% of 50
	100% of 13     0% of 13
	13% of 100     16% of 1250
	16% of 625     75% of  4
	50% of 4     25% of 4
	20% of 15                     33% of 300
	53% of 300     73% of 300
	10% of 1000     10% of 100
	10% of 10     10% of 1
	Control of Error for Calculating a Percent of a Known Quantity
	15  3
	10% of 1500   10 x 1500 =   150 75% of 150  70 x 150 = 70 x 3 =35 x 3 = 105
	100  100                2
	111  2 10
	25% of 444    25 x 444 =   111 17% of 1000    17 x 1000 =   170
	100       100
	25                  25                                                 5
	80% of 625    80 x 625 = 20 x 25 = 500 32% of 125     32 x 125 =  32 x5 = 8 x 5 = 40
	100       100                4
	4                       12                                              4              4
	48% of 1200  48 x 1200 = 576 12% of 400     12 x 400 = 48
	100       100
	5% of 20        5 x 20 = 1 22% of 50  22 x 50 = 11
	100                           100
	5                       2
	100% of 13   100 x 13 = 13   0% of 13     0 x 13 =    0 = 0
	100                           100          100
	125
	13% of 100   13 x 100 = 13    16% of 1250 16 x1250 =16 x 125 =2000 = 200
	100                               100             10               10
	25                                                                          10
	16% of 625 16 x 625 = 4 x 25 = 100       75% of  4      75 x 4 = 75 x 1= 3
	100                               100           25
	4                          25
	50% of 4   50 x 4 = 1 x 4 = 2      25% of 4  25 x 4 = 1 x 4 = 1
	100          2                    100         4
	3                                          3
	20% of 15 20 x 15 = 20 x 3 = 3             33% of 300 33 x 300 = 33 x 3 = 99
	100           20                       100
	20                    3                                                        3
	53% of 300 53 x 300 = 53 x 3 = 159      73% of 300  73 x 300 = 73 x 3 = 219
	100                                100
	10
	10% of 1000 10 x 1000 = 10 x 10 =100      10% of 100 10 x 100 = 10 x 1 =10
	100                                 100
	10% of 10    10 x 10 = 1 x 1 =1      10% of 1    10 x 1 =  1 x 1 = 1
	100                                 100         10        10
	10                   10
	Calculating Percent from a Known Ratio (Fraction)
	Materials:   100 board with all tiles in place, numerals face-down (prepare ahead)
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim:  Directly calculating percent equivalency of known ratios  (fractions)
	NOTE: This method of calculating the percent equivalent to a fraction is computationally much simpler than the earlier methods: multiply by one and cross-products.  For this reason, some pedagogies that focus on product rather than process will teach ...
	Indirect Aim: to prepare children for conversion between percents and decimals
	Prerequisites:  success with setting up and solving problems to calculate percent of a quantity
	Presentation:
	1. Give the children a couple of warm-up problems wherein they convert fractions to percentages using either the multiply by one or the cross-product method.  Additionally, give them a couple of problems wherein they calculate the percentage of a know...
	3   =   ?? % 1  = ??%
	5              4
	60%  of 125=   _____ 25% of 200 = _____
	<3/5 = 60%,  1/4 = 25%; 60% of 125 = 75; 25% of 200 is 50.>
	2. Bring out the Hundred board.  Ask the children to describe how they could use the hundred board to represent 60%.  <60% could be demonstrated by removing 40 tiles - 60 out of 100 tiles remain on the board.  It is not necessary to actually remove th...
	3. “We calculated that 3/5 is 60%, and we know that 60% of 100 tiles is 60 tiles.  So, we are saying that 3/5 of 100 tiles is 60 tiles.”  (Note: if children have previously studied pre-Algebra, this illustrates Euclid’s First Axiom, which says that if...
	4. Write:
	3   =   60%  ; 60% x 100 tiles  =  60 tiles ;  3  x 100 tiles =  60 tiles ;   3 x 100% = 60%
	5                             5   5
	5. “Nothing shocking so far, right?”
	6. Develop the pattern with the children.  Ask, “If I have ¼  of all of the tiles – 25 tiles - what percent of the tiles do I have? <25%>
	3   =   60%  ; 60% x 100 tiles  =  60 tiles ;  3  x 100 tiles =  60 tiles ;   3 x 100% = 60%
	5                             5   5
	1   =   25%  ; 25% x 100 tiles  =  25 tiles ;  1  x 100 tiles =  25 tiles ;   1 x 100% = 25%
	4                             4   4
	Add the language “One quarter of 100 tiles = 25 tiles”
	“One quarter of 100 % = 25 %”
	7. Well, that was interesting!  Let’s try another!
	3   =   60%  ; 60% x 100 tiles  =  60 tiles ;  3  x 100 tiles =  60 tiles ;   3 x 100% = 60%
	5                             5   5
	1   =   25%  ; 25% x 100 tiles  =  25 tiles ;  1  x 100 tiles =  25 tiles ;   1 x 100% = 25%
	4                             4   4
	1   =   50%  ; 50% x 100 tiles  =  50 tiles ;  1  x 100 tiles =  50 tiles ;   1 x 100% = 50%
	2                             2   2
	Add the language “Half of 100 tiles = 50 tiles”
	“Half of 100 % = 50 %”
	It doesn’t matter whether we are taking a fraction of
	100 objects or of 100 percent; the math is the same.
	To find the percent equivalent of a fraction, multiply that fraction by 100%
	8.  If needed, choose another fraction like 4/5.  Ask the a third of the children to calculate the % equivalent using multiply by 1, a third to calculate using cross products, and a third to calculate by taking that fraction of (x) 100%.  The answers ...
	4 x 20  =  80  = 80%      ;       4 x   ??  =>  4 x 100 = ?? = 80%      ;      4 x 100% = 80%
	5    20     100                          5    100           5   5
	9. Ask a volunteer to compute the percent equivalent of a fraction like 5/8 that has a fractional percent equivalency (62.5% or 62 ½ %).
	10.  “We now have 3 ways to calculate the percent equivalent to a given fraction or ratio: multiply the fraction by 1, or solve by cross products, or take a fraction of 100%”
	11.  Ask the children to each use their preferred method to calculate the percent equivalent to 7/8.  <Irrespective of method, 7/8 =  87.5% or 87 ½ %>
	12. Last week the pet store had 5 mice.  This week they have 15.  Ask them to calculate the percent increase from the ratio of mice today to mice last week. < 15/5 = 300%.  If children wrote the ratio as 5/15 (33%), remind them that you asked for the ...
	Follow-up:  Children should practice calculating percentages as a fraction of 100%  Note: this is great preparation for decimal equivalents to percentages, which is coming next!
	Calculating Percent from a Known Ratio
	Calculate the percentage represented in each ratio by multiplying the ratio by 100%. The first two are done for you:
	25 2
	3 out of 4    3 x   100% =    75% 35    35 x   100% =   70%
	4           50    50
	15 selected 3 out of a total of 15
	25
	38 correct out of 100       7
	20
	3 6 in 10
	5
	out of 10, 3 chosen 5
	Control of Error for Calculating Percent from a Known Ratio
	Calculate the percentage represented in each ratio by multiplying the ratio by 100%. The first two are done for you:
	25 2
	3 out of 4    3 x   100% =    75% 35    35 x   100% =   70%
	4           50    50
	4       20
	15  x 100% =   60% selected 3 out of a total of 15  3 x 100% = 20%
	25  15
	5                                    3
	38 correct out of 100   38 = 38%   7 x 100% =   35%
	100 20
	20  10
	3 x 100% =   60% 6 in 10    6 x 100% = 60%
	5              10
	10
	out of 10, 3 chosen 3 x 100% = 30%   5 x 100% =   500%
	10
	5 4
	2                  25
	20 2 5
	3                                             4                  25
	2
	Applied Percentages
	Materials: tickets for new vocabulary (follow)
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim: as children compute with percentages with increasing levels of abstraction, to reconnect with concrete applications.
	To realize that an important part of a percentage problem is defining what constitutes the set of the total.  It is not enough to say 10%; we must say 10% of the pencils.
	To introduce specialized terminology: percent, base, and part.
	Indirect Aim: empowering children to choose the method that works best for each question.
	Prerequisites:  success with calculating percent of a known quantity
	Presentation:
	1.  As children gather, so long as interest and time permit, pose a variety of questions related to the group, such as:
	- What percent expresses the ratio of people in this lesson with brown eyes to the total number of people in the lesson?
	- What percent expresses the ratio of people in the lesson right now to the total number of people in the class?
	- What percent expresses the ratio of the people in this lesson with shoes that tie to people in this lesson wearing shoes?
	- What percent expresses the ratio of the people in the class are 5th year to the total number of people in the class?
	NOTE: if the base number in your proposed question is not easily converted to a percent, adjust the problem to make it more easily completed:
	OPTION ONE: Creatively change the base.  Include yourself as someone in the lesson if that takes the group size from 3 (ug!) to 4 (easy!).  Rather than use the total number of children in the class, make up a statistic that works, such as, “One day la...
	OPTION TWO:  Ask questions about groups of people or items over which you can control the numbers.  For example, “There are about 200 children in our school.  If 40 are 4th-year, what percent does that represent?”
	2. All of the questions that were just asked are of the format
	What percent expresses the ratio of this to that.
	3. Define the terms part (“this”) and base (“that”).  The base represents the total number in the sample.  The part represents how many there are relative to the sample.
	4. Show the definition tickets (following).  The part is the number that meets the special criteria. The base is the total number in the group being considered, the whole.   Usually that part is less than the base, but not always.
	5. Explain percent using the terms part and base.  The percent is the ratio of the number that meet the special criteria relative to (or compared to) the total number in the group being considered, expressed in a special way - as if the base were 100.
	6. Give an imaginary example: There are 4 people in a car; 3 of them are wearing sun glasses.
	The base is the total number in the group.  Ask how many that is.  <4 people>
	The part is the number that are wearing sun glasses.  Ask how many that is.  <3 people>.
	The percent is the ratio of people wearing sun glasses to the total (3 out of 4) expressed as if the base were 100.  Ask what that number is.  <3 out of 4 = ¾  = 75/100 = 75%>
	7. Put out the tickets showing x, ÷, and  =, and the ticket that is a long horizontal line.  Explain that the long horizontal line is intended to be the vinculum – the dividing line between the numerator and the denominator in a fraction.   It is a di...
	Ask a volunteer to arrange the tickets in a sequence that represents the story, where we know part and base and are hoping to discover the percent.
	The volunteer should arrange the tickets to read percent =  part ÷ base  AND/OR
	percent =   part
	base
	Write both forms of the equation on the white board.
	8. Now pose a question that takes a different format, where we have the percent and the base,  and are solving for the part.  For example:
	One year, there were 25 children in the class.  A poll asking what pets students had at home found that 48% of the children had at least one cat.  How many children had one or more cats?
	Write:                       48 % of the children in the class had at least one cat
	Ask children to turn that into a number sentence.
	Write:                       48 % of the children in the class had at least one cat
	48 % x 25 children = children with at least one cat
	9. Ask the children to solve the problem.  <12 children had at least one cat.>
	10. Give another example of the same format.  For example:
	Write:                      25 % of the pencils on the supply shelf have erasers
	25 %  x             48 pencils                     = pencils with erasers
	25      x  48   =   12      (      12 pencils still have erasers
	100
	11.  Ask a volunteer to verbalize the format of the last 2 problems using the terms percent, part, and base.  Arrange the tickets to match:
	percent x  base = part
	12. Explore the two formats of the relationship to see that they both say the same thing.
	percent =  part ÷ base      and              percent x  base = part
	25% =  12   ÷  48         and                 25%  x   48     =  12
	25  =  12                     and                     25  x   48     = 1200  = 12
	100      48   100                    100
	Both equations are true.  Both formats express the same true relationship.
	Follow-up and Control of Error:  Children should practice problems of where they solve for percent or part.  One such set of problems and its checker follow.
	Tickets for Applied Percentages
	Applied Percentages
	In the lesson we learned that we can find the percentage if we know the part and the base
	OR we can find the part if we know the percentage and the base:
	percent = part                                               percent x base = part
	base
	Control of Error for Applied Percentages
	In the lesson we learned that we can find the percentage if we know the part and the base
	OR we can find the part if we know the percentage and the base:
	percent = part                                               percent x base = part
	base
	Mental Math – Common Percentages
	Materials:
	Tickets from prior lesson: percent, part, base, =, _____, x
	Brains (
	White board, markers, eraser
	Children will probably enjoy having paper and pencil
	Direct Aim:
	To convert common percents to simple fraction for speedy mental calculations
	¼ (25%), ½ (50%), ¾ (75%) or some multiple of the whole (200%, 300%…)
	To increase children’s confidence with calculating percents
	Indirect Aim:
	Preparation for estimating percents
	Prerequisites:
	Success with setting up and solving problems to calculate percent of a known quantity
	Success with setting up and solving problems to calculate percentage from a given ratio
	Facility with finding equivalent fractions and reducing fractions to lowest terms.
	Presentation:
	1. Lay out the tickets for the parts of a percent problem: percent, part, base, =, _____, x.
	To activate prior learning, tell the following story:
	A family was moving to a new city and looking for an apartment to rent.  The family income was $2600 per month.  They wanted to spend no more than 50% of their income on rent.  How much could they spend on rent?
	Ask the children:
	Is 2600 the percent, the part, or the base?  <It is the base.>
	Is 50 the percent, the part, or the base?  <It is the percent.>
	Is the amount that they can spend the percent, the part, or the base?  <It is the part.>
	Ask the children to set up the tickets to solve for the part.   < percent x base = part>
	Ask the children to solve the problem.
	<They will write something like 50 x $2600 = $1300 >
	100
	2. Congratulate the children on a problem well executed.  Ask them to look at their work again.  Really good mathematicians are always looking for patterns and for different ways to express things that will make computations quicker and easier.  Ask i...
	3. Ask, “Which is computationally easier, cancelling (a great way to simplify fraction expressions) and then multiplying 50 by 26, or recognizing 50/100 as ½, and then taking half of $1300?”  <Most will choose the latter.> Write, “50% x $2600 = $1300”
	4.  “What if the family hadn’t wanted to spend 50% of their income on rent?  What if they had wanted to spend no more than 25%?  What would be an easy way to calculate that amount?”  Lead the children to the idea that they could recognize that 25% is ...
	 divide $2600 by 4 OR
	 recognize that 25% is half of 50% - half of half – and take half of $1300.
	Either process will lead to a total of $650.        Write, “25% x $2600 = $650”
	5. “OK – here’s a tricky one!  What if they had wanted to spend no more than 75% of their income?”  <Take  ¾ of $2600.>  Here are two ways:
	 ¾  is  3 x ¼:  multiply 25% by 3 ( $650 x 3 = $1950
	 ¾  is  ½ + ¼:  add 50% and 25% ( add $1300 and  $650 = $1950
	Write, “75% x $2600 = $1950”
	6. Express that there are times when straightforward plug-and-crank mathematical computations are the best, but when we can use our knowledge of math concepts to make the computations easier, we should do that!
	7. “Let’s practice!”  Give the children a few problems and challenge them to solve them with the least amount of calculating possible.  They can raise a hand to answer or record the answer as soon as they know it, so long as it doesn’t become a compet...
	50% of 246  <123>
	50% of 200  <100> 25% of 200  <50> 75% of 200  <150>
	25% of 248 <62> 50% of 248 <124>  (Did you double 62 or take half of 248?)
	75% of 8     <6>  (Did you take ¾ of 8, find ¼ of 8 and triple it, or add ½ or 9 and 14 of 8?)
	8. Tell another story, writing a few key numerical facts on the board:
	An art teacher was setting up a project for the students.  He bought a set of 80 colored pencils of which 20 were red and 60 were a mix of blue, green, orange, yellow, and brown.  He wanted to know what percent of the pencils were red.
	Ask the children:
	Is 80 the percent, the part, or the base?  <It is the base.>
	Is 20 the percent, the part, or the base?  <It is the part.>
	Is 60 the percent, the part, or the base?  <It is also the part!>
	The art teacher wanted to know what percent of the pencils were red.
	Ask the children to set up the tickets to solve for the part.   < percent =  part    >
	base
	Which part will we use?  <We will use 20, the part of the whole that are red.>
	“If we were going to write out this problem, we would write ??  = 20  and then we would
	100     80
	solve it with equal fractions or cross products.  Is there anything that you notice that could help us simplify the computation?”  <20/80 is ¼.>
	Ask what the percent equivalent to ¼ is.  <It is 25%>
	“Bravo!  We solved the problem without having to do any calculations, just using what we already know!”
	9. “We know that 60 out of 80 pencils were mix of blue, green, orange, yellow, and brown.  What are some quick mental-math ways to find the percent of pencils that were not red?”   < There are 2 quick solutions:
	Subtract 25% from 100% ( 75% were not red.
	Reduce 60/80 to ¾ ( 75% were not red.>
	10. “OK!  Pencils down!  Let’s practice some mental math solutions where we are solving for percent!!”
	25 out of 100 <25%>  25 out of 50 <50%>  10 out of 40 <25%>
	250 out of 500 <50%> 12 out of 16 <25%> 2.5 out of 5 <50%>
	15 out of 60 <25%> 40 out of 80 <50%>
	11. “What is the percent equivalent to doubling something?  <200%>  Tripling it?  <300%>
	12. “Let’s mix it up.  Sometimes I am going to give you a ratio and you give the percent.  Sometimes I will give you percent and base and ask you for the part!  How much is…”
	200% of 10 <20> 300% of 15 <45> 50% of 840 <420>
	100 out of 400  <25%>  18 out of 9 <200%> 90 out of 120 <75%>
	50 % of 888 <444> 222 out of 888 < 25%> BONUS: 111 out of 888
	<1/8 is half of 1/4.
	Half of 25% is 12.5%>
	Extension for the nimblest mathematicians only:
	When we see percents as a fraction, we can sometimes re-arrange problems to make them easier to calculate.  For example, if we wanted to compute 4% of 75, we can write out the fraction representation of the equation and cancel:    4 x 75 =   4  x 3 = 3
	100 4
	Or, we can manipulate the original problem. :    4 x 75  =  75 x 4  = 75% of 4 = 3 x 4 = 3
	100          100                          4
	Because we recognize percents as fractions, we can say that 4% of 75 = 75% of 4 or 3.
	That means that 12% of 50 is the same as 50% (half) of 12 or 6.
	44% of 25 is 25% (one quarter) of 44 or 11.
	Follow-up:
	Children practice quick mental calculations with one another and then apply those quick calculation to story problems.
	Control of Error:
	Children check one another during the mental calculations portion.  A checker is provided for the story problems.
	Mental Math – Common Percentages
	Calculations Using Percentages  Find a partner and decide who will be Player One and who will be Player Two.  Player One reads the first equation in the left table.  Both players do the mental math.  Player Two calls out the answer.  If both players a...
	Setting Up Percent Problems  You may use the lesson tickets to help you if you wish.
	1. Use the words percent, base, and part to write the equation we use when asked to take a certain percentage of the whole set to find what part of the whole we have (i.e. find 10 % of 50).
	2. Use percent, base, and part to write the equation we use when asked to find what percent is represented by a fraction or ratio (i.e. find the percent equivalent to 125 out of 500).
	Mental Math – Common Percentages (page 2)
	Finish the Story  Write the equation for each story and then solve it using mental math.
	Control of Error for Mental Math – Common Percentages
	Calculations Using Percentages  Find a partner and decide who will be Player One and who will be Player Two.  Player One reads the first equation in the left table.  Both players do the mental math.  Player Two calls out the answer.  If both players a...
	Setting Up Percent Problems  You may use the lesson tickets to help you if you wish.
	1. Use the words percent, base, and part to write the equation we use when asked to take a certain percentage of the whole set to find what part of the whole we have (i.e. find 10 % of 50).   percent x base = part
	2. Use percent, base, and part to write the equation we use when asked to find what percent is represented by a fraction or ratio (i.e. find the percent equivalent to 125 out of 500).
	percent = part
	base
	Control of Error for Mental Math – Common Percentages (page 2)
	Finish the Story  Write the equation for each story and then solve it using mental math.
	Decimal Multiplication and Division Review
	Materials: Golden Mat (a.k.a. Decimal Mat)
	Box of bead bars
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim: reviewing decimal multiplication and division concretely to refresh the decimal placement in products and quotients
	NOTE:  If children have had recent computational success with multiplying and dividing decimals, consider giving this lesson a light touch as a means of checking in to be sure that children remember that multiplying and dividing by a power of 10 is ab...
	If children are rock-solid on these concepts, the guide may choose to give a shortened version of this lesson with the provided follow-up OR may combine the concepts from this lesson with the following lesson, Decimal Equivalents to Percents.  If the ...
	Indirect Aim: to prepare children to find decimal equivalents to given percentages
	Prerequisites:  understanding of the Hierarchy of Numbers in the Decimal System
	NOTE:  If children are not 100% successful with this lesson, the probability is that there is a weakness in the hierarchy of numbers that warrants attention prior to proceeding.  Older children generally respond quite favorably to the Streets in Infin...
	Prior success with multiplication and division of decimals
	Presentation:
	Decimal Multiplication and Division Review
	12.345 x 10,000 = _____________________ 12,345 ÷ 10,000 = _______________________
	1,020,304.05 ÷ 1 million = ______________ 0.56 ÷ 1 millionth = ______________________
	Look at these problems before beginning; can you simplify them before multiplying/dividing?
	22.2 x 2,000 = ________________________ 8,642 ÷ 20 = ____________________________
	8,642 ÷ 2,000 = _______________________ 0.003 ÷ 3 x 100 = ________________________
	1190 x 10,000 ÷ 100 = _________________ 100,000 x 8543 ÷ 10,000 ÷ 10 = ____________
	For the next 2 problems, change the fractions to decimals before multiplying or dividing.
	5 ½ ÷ 100 = __________________________ 14 ¼ x 100 = ___________________________
	Control of Error for Decimal Multiplication and Division Review
	12.345 x 10,000 =          123,450.                      12,345 ÷ 10,000 =                   1.2345                  .
	1,020,304.05 ÷ 1 million =       1.02040305      0.56 ÷ 1 thousand =              0.00056                   .
	Look at these problems before beginning; can you simplify them before multiplying/dividing?
	22.2 x 2,000 =      44.4 x 1000 = 44,400           8,642 ÷ 20 =           4,321 ÷ 10 = 432.1                .
	8,642 ÷ 2,000 =    4,321 ÷ 1,000 = 4.321          0.003 ÷ 3 x 100 =    0.001 x 100 = 0.1                 .
	1190 x 10,000 ÷ 100 =         119,000               100,000 x 8543 ÷ 10,000 ÷ 10 =         8,543       .
	For the next 2 problems, change the fractions to decimals before multiplying or dividing.
	5 ½ ÷ 100 =          5.5 ÷ 100 = 0.05                  14 ¼ x 100 =          14.25 x 100 = 1,425              .
	Decimal Equivalent to Percents
	Materials:
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim:
	To convert percents to decimal fractions
	To convert decimal fractions to percents
	To equate these to their common fraction equivalents
	To convert less-common fractions to decimals (and then to percents)
	Indirect Aim:
	To prepare children for percent calculations using the decimal equivalent
	To encourage fluidity in thinking of these expressions interchangeably
	To help children to choose the expression that enables efficient computation
	Prerequisites:
	Success with computations with percents expressed as fractions
	Mastery of the concept and practice of finding equivalent fractions
	Abstract ability to mentally multiply and divide by 100 by moving the decimal point 2 places in the appropriate direction including an understanding that empty place values actually harbor invisible zeros
	Presentation:
	PERCENTS TO DECIMALS
	100
	100
	8        -24
	60
	-56
	40
	-40
	0
	10. Demonstrate using long division to convert another fraction to percents – these have a repeating decimal, such as:
	5/9 (= 55.5 %)     or        5/11 (= 45.45 %)
	Follow-up: Children should practice converting between percents, decimals, and fractions.  Sample problems follow.
	Control of Error:  checker card (follows) or teacher.
	Decimal Equivalent to Percents
	Write each percent as a decimal.
	25% 3% 725%
	3.75% 903% ½ %
	Write each decimal as a percent.
	0.16 0.8 0.031
	5.5 0.05 0.00025
	Write each fraction as a percent.  Use whatever method is most efficient.
	2/5 1/3 2/3
	7/11 18/25      88/275
	Complete the chart:
	Control of Error for Decimal Equivalent to Percents
	Write each percent as a decimal.
	25%  0.25 3% 0.03 725% 7.25
	3.75% 0.0375 903% 9.03 ½ % 0.5% = 0.005
	Write each decimal as a percent.
	0.16 16% 0.8 80% 0.031 3.1%
	5.5 550% 0.05 5% 0.00025 0.025%
	Write each fraction as a percent.  Use whatever method is most efficient.
	0.333…                                      0.666…                           .
	2/5 = 4/10 = 40% 1/3  3)1.000   33.3% 2/3  3)2.000    66.6 %
	0.6363…                                        0.72                       0.32
	7/11  11)7.000        63.63 % 18/25   25)28.00     72%     88/275  275)88.00       32%
	Complete the chart:
	5
	5
	1
	Calculating Percent of a Known Quantity
	Materials: white board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim: to employ decimal equivalents when calculating part, given percent and base.
	To evaluate a problem to see whether the fraction or decimal method is computationally simpler (flexible and critical  thinking)
	Indirect Aim: preparation for applications (percent and percent-discount)
	Prerequisites:  success with calculating percent of a known quantity with fractions
	Success with translating word sentences with percents into number sentences
	Mastery of conversion between percents, decimals, and fractions
	Presentation:
	Calculating Percent of a Known Quantity
	Calculate the following quantities by first converting the percent to a decimal
	Find 150% of 82.
	What is 6% of 2500?
	52% of 95 is what?
	Find 0.05% of 200.
	What is 400% of 52.7?
	Find 5% of 280.
	55% of 88 is how much?
	What is 0.5% of 3000?
	Use whatever method you prefer for to calculate the following quantities
	What is 80% of 18.4?
	Find 60 % of 20.
	200% of 12.5 is what?
	What is 4% of 80?
	Find 25% of 484.
	8.2% of 200 is what?
	What is ½% of 500?
	55% of 22 is what?
	Control of Error for Calculating Percent of a Known Quantity
	Calculate the following quantities by first converting the percent to a decimal
	Find 150% of 82. 1.5 x  82 = 123
	What is 6% of 2500? 0.06 x 2500 = 150
	52% of 95 is what? 0.52 x 95 = 49.40
	Find 0.05% of 200. 0.0005 x 200 = 0.1
	What is 400% of 52.7? 4 x 52.7 =   210.8
	Find 5% of 280.        0.05 x 280 = 14
	55% of 88 is how much?        0.55 x 88 = 48.4
	What is 0.5% of 3000?   0.005 x 3000 = 15
	Use whatever method you prefer for to calculate the following quantities
	Only one method is shown – either is acceptable if the product is correct.
	What is 80% of 18.4? 0.8 x 18.4 = 14.72
	Find 60 % of 20.   6 x 20 = 12
	10
	200% of 12.5 is what? 2 x 12.5 = 25
	What is 4% of 80?      4 x 80 =    2  x 8  = 16  = 3-1/5  OR 0.04 x 80 = 3.2
	100  5  5
	Find 25% of 484. ¼ x 484 = 121
	8.2% of 200 is what?  8.2  x 200 = 8.2 x 2 = 16.4
	100
	What is ½% of 500?  1% of 500 is 5.  ½% of 500 is 2.5
	55% of 22 is what? .55 x 22 = 12.1
	Percents as Decimals
	Applied Percentages
	Materials:
	Vocabulary and operations tickets from previous Applied Percentages lesson: percent, base, part, +, ÷, =, and
	White board, markers, eraser
	Stamp Game for Extension
	Direct Aim:
	To apply computation techniques to more sophisticated percent situations/stories.
	To create flexibility in approaching mathematical problems, especially using percents
	Indirect Aim:
	Preparation for percent-discount type problems.
	Prerequisites:
	Success with a variety of methods for calculating percent and part
	Success with setting up and solving percent application problems
	Presentation:
	1. Lay out the word tickets: percent, base, and part.  Ask a volunteer to define each the words.
	2. Ask another volunteer to write an equation (with numbers) on the white board that has a percent, a base, and a part.  (Encourage using common percentages.)
	It could be an equation that solves for the percent, such as 25 = 50%   OR
	50
	or an equation that solves for the part, such as 25% x 50 = 12.5
	3. Ask another volunteer to arrange the word and symbol tickets to illustrate the equation on the board.   Record the results below the equation.
	4. Ask another volunteer to write a different equation that has a percent, a base, and a part.  If the first equation solved for percent, this equation should solve for part.
	5. Ask another volunteer to arrange the word and symbol tickets to illustrate the equation on the board.   Record the results below the equation.  When these steps are complete, the board will look something like this, although the specific equations ...
	6. Ask volunteers to create a story for each of the two equations.
	7. “Now let’s go the other direction.  I will give you a story and you work it frontwards to answer the question.”  NOTE – These stories are long and have lots of detail.  Pages following this lesson have reproduced these stories so that the guide may...
	8. Here is another story:
	The T-shirt shop downtown silk-screens designs onto T-shirts while you wait.  One day last week they had a SUPER busy day – they made and sold 40 shirts in one afternoon! Of the 40 shirts that they made, 16 had really funny puns.
	What percent of the shirts were punny?
	9. This question is asks for a 2-part answer:
	10.   Continue with additional examples until children show confidence.  If pulling examples from textbooks or workbooks, be certain that each problem is solving for percent or part – none should solve for base at this point.  Those problems would be ...
	5% of the total is 120.  How much is the total?
	Stories for Applied Percentages Lesson
	(photocopy, cut apart, and laminate for the lesson)
	Applied Percentages
	In each story, underline what you know and circle what you want to know.  The first two are done for you.  All of these stories can be solved using the format percent = part ÷ base or    part = percent x base.   Based on what you know and what you wan...
	Control of Error for Applied Percentages
	In each story, underline what you know and circle what you want to know.  The first two are done for you.  All of these stories can be solved using the format percent = part ÷ base or    part = percent x base.   Based on what you know and what you wan...
	Percents as Decimals
	Mental Math – Common Percentages
	Materials:
	Brains (
	White board, markers, eraser
	Children may want scratch paper
	Direct Aim:
	To become accomplished at using decimals to mentally solve for part when the percent required is a multiple of 10% or 1%
	To increase children’s confidence with calculating percents
	Indirect Aim:
	To prepare for estimating percents
	Prerequisites:
	Experience with abstract computation of percents that easily convert to fractions (25%, 50%, 75%, 200% etc.)
	Success with setting up and solving problems to calculate percent of a known quantity
	Mastery of finding decimal equivalents to percents
	Mastery with multiplying and dividing by 10, 100
	Presentation:
	1. Ask the children to recall when they solved percent problems without benefit of paper or pencil by turning the percent into a fraction that was easy to work with.  For example, to calculate 25% of 48,  change 25% into ¼; next take ¼ of 48.  (48 ÷4 ...
	2. Engage in effortful recall by asking the children to complete several problems like this.  For example:
	50% of 888 < 444 >
	25% of 888 < 222 >
	This can be determined by taking ¼ of 888    (888÷4)     OR
	by taking ½ of ½ of 888     (444÷2 )
	75% of 888 <666 >
	This can be determined by multiplying ¼ of 888 by 3   (222 x 3)  OR
	by adding ½ of 888 and ¼ of 888   (444+222 )
	3. We can do the same kind of mental math with decimals!  Begin with a nice, round number, like 120.
	What is 10% of 120?
	<10% is the same as 1/10.  We divide by 10.  We move the decimal one place to the left.
	10% of 120 is 12.>
	What is 20% of 120?
	<20% of 120 is twice as much as 10% of 120.
	20% of 120 is 24.>
	What is 30% of 120?  <36>
	What is 40% of 120? <48>
	4. Continuing with our nice round number, 120, what is 1% of 120?
	<1% of 120 is 1.2>
	What is 2% of 120?
	<2% of 120 is twice as much as 1% of 120, which is 2.4>
	What is 4% of 120? <4.8>
	5. If 10% of 120 is 12, and 1% of 120 is 1.2, how much is 11% of 120?  < 12 + 1.2 or 13.2 >
	6. 10% of 120 is 12:
	What is 5% of 120?
	<5% of 120 is half as much as 10% of 120:  6>
	What is 15% of 120?
	15% is 10% + 5%                   OR            15% is 3 x 5%
	15% of 120 is 12 + 6 3 x 6 = 18
	15% of 120 is 18
	7. This mental math is quite a useful skill when calculating tax, commission or tip!
	If you are purchasing an item for $20 and the sales tax is 5%
	<10% of $20 is $2.00
	5% of $20 is half of that, which is $1.00.  The sales tax is $1>
	8. Guide the children through several examples of ever-increasing difficulty, providing fewer and fewer prompts as the children gain confidence.  Examples:
	Calculating a 20% tip on a service that cost $30
	<10% of $30 is $3;   20% is twice that amount, $6 >
	Purchasing a $100 item with 4% sales tax
	<1% of $100 is $1;   4% is 4 times that amount, $4 >
	Purchasing a $50 item with 7% sales tax
	<1% of $50 is $0.50;   7% is 7 times that amount, $3.50 >
	Selling a house for $300,000 with a 6% commission
	<1% of $300,000 is $3000;   6% is 6 times that amount, $18,000 >
	Paying a 15% service fee on a $80 item
	<10% of $80 is $8;   5% is half that at $4.
	15% is the sum of the two amounts:   $8 + $4 = $12  OR 15% is 3 x 5%: 3 x $4 = $12>
	Continue until children show confidence in the process.
	Follow-up:
	Children practice quick mental calculations with one another and then apply those quick calculation to story problems.  Be sure to discuss the process for “complete the table”.  This is NOT best done left to right!  Do each row in a sequence that make...
	Control of Error:
	Children check one another during the mental calculations portion.  A checker is provided for the story problems.
	Mental Math – Common Percentages
	Calculating Using Percentages Find a partner and decide who will be Player One and who will be Player Two.  Player One read the first equation in the left table.  Both players do the mental math.  Player Two calls out the answer.  If both players agre...
	Complete the Table  For answers that you determine just by moving a decimal point, write only the answer.  For those that require multiplication or division, write in how you arrived at your answer.  You may do best by skipping around in a given row. ...
	Mental Math – Common Percentages (page 2)
	Short Answer  Solve each of the following problems.  Try to do it completely “in your head”.
	What is 11% of 250?
	How much is 21% of 1500?
	Find 32 % of 22,000.
	Your bill at the restaurant is $42.  A 15-20% tip is customary.
	How much would a 15 % tip cost?
	How much would a 20% tip cost?
	You sold a home for $250,000 and received a 6% commission.  How much did you earn?
	Control of Error for Mental Math – Common Percentages
	Calculating Using Percentages Find a partner and decide who will be Player One and who will be Player Two.  Player One read the first equation in the left table.  Both players do the mental math.  Player Two calls out the answer.  If both players agre...
	Complete the Table  For answers that you determine just by moving a decimal point, write only the answer.  For those that require multiplication or division, write in how you arrived at your answer.  You may do best by skipping around in a given row. ...
	Mental Math – Common Percentages (page 2)
	Short Answer  Solve each of the following problems. Try to do it completely “in your head”:
	What is 11% of 250? 11% = 10% + 1%  ; 11% of 250 = 25 + 2.5 = 27.5
	How much is 21% of 1500? 21% = (2x10%) + 1 % ; 21% of 1500 = 300 + 15 = 315
	Find 32 % of 22,000. 32% = (3x10%) + (2x1%)  ; 32% of 22,000 = (3x2200) + (2x220) =
	6600     +    440 = 7040
	Your bill at the restaurant is $42.  A 15-20% tip is customary.
	How much would a 15 % tip cost?  10% of 42 + 5% of 42 = 4.20 + 2.10 = $6.30
	How much would a 20% tip cost? 2 x (10% of 42) = 2 x 4.20 = $8.40
	You sold a home for $250,000 and received a 6% commission.  How much did you earn?
	10% of $250,000 is $25,000.  5% of $250,000 is $12,500.  1% of $250,000 is $2,500
	6 % is 5% + 1%.     6% of $250,000 = $12,500 + $2,500 = $15,000
	Percents as Decimals
	Estimating with Percents
	Materials: brains (
	White board, markers, eraser
	Children may want scratch paper
	Direct Aim: to become accomplished at estimating percent calculations
	Indirect Aim: to prepare children for real-life use of estimated percents (tax, tip, commission)
	To use estimation to make reasoned choices on multiple-choice assessments
	Prerequisites:  experience with solving well-constructed percent problems with mental math
	Success with rounding whole numbers and decimals
	Success with estimation of whole and decimals
	Presentation:
	1. Initiate effortful retrieval with a few mental math calculations of percents, such as:
	- 10% of 150
	- 20% of 500
	- 15% of 40
	- 1% of 250
	2. Remind the children that, while sometimes we need to know a quantity with great precision, sometimes an estimate is as good or better.  When we want an estimate, we often will use “about” numbers – numbers that have been rounded off or rounded up. ...
	Write this number on the board: 123,456.789
	Ask the children what this number is, rounded to the nearest whole number.  <123,457>
	Rounded to the nearest thousand?  <123,000>
	Rounded to the nearest hundred-thousand?  <100,000>
	Rounded to the nearest hundredth?  <123,456.79>
	If this assessment reveals the need for a refresher, change the direct aims of the lesson from those listed above to reviewing rounding of whole and decimal numbers and return to this lesson on another day.
	3. Estimating percents of a number often results in us rounding the percent and/or the base.
	For example, if we wanted to estimate 29% of 80, the base is a nice round number already, but the percentage is awkward.  We might say that 29% is about 30%.  We can estimate the part to be 30% of 80, which is 24.  (FYI, the precise calculation 29% of...
	We might want to estimate 40% of 193.  Here, the percent is a nice round number already, but the base is awkward.  Here, we might say that 193 is about 200.  We can now estimate the part to be 40% of 200, which is 80. (FYI, the precise calculation 40%...
	Or we might want to estimate 12% of 289.  Both the percent and the base are awkward.  We might estimate the part to be 10% of 290, which is 29.  We might even round 289 all the way to 300, and estimate the part to be 10% of 300, which is 30! (FYI, the...
	4. Give the children as many examples to solve on their own as is necessary for them to show confidence.  Here are a few examples:
	30% of 29  < round to 30% of 30, which is 9 >
	21% of 60  < round to 20% of 60, which is 12 >
	3 % of 704  < round to 3% of 700, which is 21 >
	5. Give a “real world” example, such as taking a multiple-choice assessment.
	The question asks for 43% of 7000.  Answers include:
	(a) 3,010     (b) 30,100     (c) 301,000
	Use estimation to see which answer is reasonable:
	43% of 7000 is about 40% of 7000, which is 2,800.
	Answer (a) is closest to 2,800 so we would choose answer (a).  ( 43% of 7000 = 3,010)
	6. Give another example:
	17% 0f 122 is
	(a) 207.4 (b)  20.74 (c) 2.074 (d) 0.82074
	Again, it is not necessary to do the multiplication problem – only to estimate the product.  Here, we can estimate the solution to be about 20% of 120; 10% of 120 is 12;  20% of 125 is 24.  Answer (b) is closest to answer to 24 – it is the right order...
	7.  Give the children a third example to try on their own, if needed:
	16.5% of 15,212 is
	(a) 250,998 (b)  25.0998 (c) 250.998 (d) 2509.98
	<Children should estimate the product to be about 20% of 15,000, which is 3,000.
	Answer (d) is the closest to 3,000.  In actuality, that is the precise product.
	8. Give a “real world” example, such as getting a haircut.  The cost of the haircut is $28.80.  You want to give a 15% tip.
	Round $28.80 to $30.
	15% is not hard to calculate, so do not round the percent.
	A second reason to not round 15% is that it is not particularly close to 10% or to 20%.
	Rounding up or down would give an estimate that is pretty far removed from the actual.
	10% of $30 is $3
	5% is half of 10%: $1.50
	15% is the sum of the two: $3 + $1.50 = $4.50
	FYI – Estimating 15% using 10% would yield a tip of $3
	Estimating 15% using 20% would yield a tip of $6
	Follow-up:  Children should practice estimating parts by rounding percents and/or bases.
	Following a page of practice problems, there is a page of Mixed Percent Problems, a broad assessment of percents – solving for percent or part, including some multiple-choice problems where estimation will yield the correct response.
	Control of Error:  Checker or teacher.
	Estimating with Percents
	1       Tomato Bisque Soup                      7   95
	1 Cornbread 1   65
	1 Iced Tea 2   00
	Sub-total (food and drink only)  11   60
	5%
	2. You want 2 graphic tee-shirts that are both available from 2 stores.  Both stores are having sales.  The first store has t-shirts priced at “2 for $19”.  The second store priced their tee-shirts at $9.99 each, but when you buy 2 shirts, the second ...
	Control of Error for Estimating with Percents
	1       Tomato Bisque Soup                      7   95
	1 Cornbread 1   65
	1 Iced Tea 2   00
	Sub-total (food and drink only)  11   60
	5%                    58      10% of $11.60 = $1.16; 5% is half of that   12  18
	20% of $12.18 is about 20% of $12
	Tip = $2.40
	Cumulative Review: Mixed Percent Problems
	Control of Error for Mixed Percent Problems
	Percents as Decimals
	Solving for Base
	Materials:
	Tickets percent, base, part, x, ÷, =
	White board, markers, eraser
	Children may want scratch paper
	Direct Aim:
	To complete percent problems solving for base.
	Indirect Aim:
	Preparation for solving linear algebraic expressions
	Prerequisites:
	Success with solving for percent and for part
	Abstract ability to perform division problems with a decimal divisor (or use calculator)
	Presentation:
	1. Initiate effortful retrieval with problems solving for percent or for part.
	Example: 15% of 125 is how much < 18.75>
	If 24 out of 192 people like white chocolate better than milk chocolate, what percent of people surveyed prefer white chocolate.  <12.5 %>
	2. Ask a volunteer to lay out the equation that we have used to solve for part and for percent.
	percent x base = part
	percent = part
	base
	3. Explain that today’s lesson is about solving problems where we know the percent and the part, but not the base.  Propose the following problem:
	Realtor Eriqua received $21,000 as commission when she sold her first house.  It was a 7% commission.  What was the selling price of the house?
	4. Ask the children to populate the now familiar formula percent x base = part equation with what we know
	0.07 x base = 21,000
	5. Ask if anyone has any ideas about how to find the base.  If needed, remind the children that they have been solving “missing multiplicand” and “missing multiplier” problems for a long time.  If needed, show an example like this, and ask children ho...
	4 x      = 24
	If children say that they “just know” that the answer is 6, remind them that multiplication and division are reciprocal functions.
	24 ÷ 4 =
	6. Ask a volunteer to rewrite the equation as a division problem.
	0.07 x base = 21,000             .
	21,000 ÷ 0.07 = base        (or 0.07)21,000 )
	7. Ask the children to solve the equation.
	0.07  x base = 21,000
	21,000 ÷ 0.07 = base
	21,000  ÷ 0.07 = $300,000
	8. Give the children a problem to solve on their own:
	The city council was reviewing the budget for the coming year and realized that they had more expenses than income.  Once council member proposed increasing the fees for monthly parking in city lots by $20 per month.  Another council member protested,...
	How much was the parking fee last year?  What will it be this year if the proposal is adopted?
	percent x base = part
	50% x last year’s fee = $20. .
	0.50 x fee = $20
	$20 ÷ 0.50 = fee
	Last year’s fee was $40 per month
	This year’s proposed fee is $40 + $20 = $60 per month
	Follow-up: Children should work with percent problems solving for base.  When they have demonstrated mastery of this isolated difficulty, they can go on to write number sentences from stories where they solve for percent, base or part.  Sample problem...
	Control of Error:  Checker card (provided)
	Solving for Base
	Solve for base in the following problems:
	Control of Error for Solving for Base
	Solve for base in the following problems:
	Cumulative Review: Mixed Percent Problems II
	Solve for the indicated quantity (percent, base, or part) in the following problems:
	17 out of 85 is what percent?
	The road crew completed the repairs 81 day early, 45% quicker than expected!  What was the original estimate of how long the repairs would take?  How long did the crew actually take?
	Control of Error for Mixed Percent Problems II
	Solve for the indicated quantity (percent, base, or part) in the following problems:
	17 out of 85 is what percent?
	85
	45,000 people
	The road crew completed the repairs 81 day early, 45% quicker than expected!  What was the original estimate of how long the repairs would take?  How long did the crew actually take?
	Interpreting Pie Charts
	Materials:
	Examples of Data Tables, Bar Graphs, and Pie Charts (samples follow – prepare ahead by printing, cutting apart, and laminating)
	Direct Aim:
	To interpret data from pie charts as expressing relative quantities
	Indirect Aim:
	Preparation to create pie charts
	Prerequisites:
	Fundamental understanding that percent expresses a ratio, a relative quantity
	Understanding that 100% means all
	Experience with several other types of graphs is extremely helpful, but not required
	(Children should have at least experienced bar charts)
	Presentation:
	Interpreting Pie Charts
	Control of Error for Interpreting Pie Charts
	Graphical Representation of Percents
	Creating Pie Charts
	Note: this lesson will require more time than most!  Plan accordingly!
	Materials: data chart which follows – 1 per child (copy ahead)
	Clipboards and pencil with eraser – 1 per child
	Fraction insets (or fraction pieces)
	Unlined paper to draw pie chart – 1-2 sheets per child
	Montessori Centesimal Frame and Montessori Protractor
	Conventional protractor – 1 per child if possible (180º and 360º are equally acceptable)
	Compass
	Sample pie charts from the previous lesson
	Direct Aim: creating Pie Charts
	Indirect Aim: this is the culmination of many percent skills and concepts
	Prerequisites:  prior experience with interpreting pie charts
	Success with calculating percent from part and base
	Sensorial and numeric experience with fractions
	Exposure/experience with the Montessori Centesimal Frame and Montessori Protractor
	Success with a conventional protractor (measuring and drawing angles)
	This will be important to the children’s success in this lesson.  If they have little or no experience with protractors, give a separate lesson on this prior to giving this lesson.
	Presentation:
	1.  Ask the children to describe pie charts based on what they learned in the last lesson.  The key point is that while most other graphs create a depiction of raw data points, a pie chart shows relative values – they depict the percent of each catego...
	2. Explain that today’s lesson is about creating a pie chart.  Hand out the Data Collection Sheet.  Explain that a survey was taken among Middle School students to find out what kind of music they preferred for the upcoming Homecoming Celebration (or ...
	3. Discuss the chart how the data might have been collected.
	4. Look at the third column:  Percent of the Total.  Ask what information is needed that is not yet known.  <We do not know the total number of responses.  While we do know that 300 students were polled, we do not know if any declined to answer.>
	5. Ask the children to total the number of responses.  <Miraculously, they will find that the total of responses is 300.>
	6. The next task is to represent each response as a percent of the total number of responses.  Invite the children to complete that column, beginning either as a fraction or as a decimal.
	If time is an issue, assign each child a couple of calculations from the table – enough that there is some redundancy.
	When all of the percent calculations are complete, shared, and recorded, total the third column to be sure that that the percentages total to 100%  If they do not, there is a computational error to be discovered before proceeding.
	“Next we transform these relative proportions (percentages) into circular sectors.  To do this, we must turn percent (the number out of 100) into degrees (the portion of a full 360º circle).  Let’s see if we can design a way to do this.”
	7. Bring out the Montessori Centesimal Frame.  Remind the children that this is a circle that has been divided into 100 equal parts.  “When we measure angles in the Centesimal Frame, we are measuring the angle as a percentage of a whole circle.”
	Place the ¼ fraction inset into the Centesimal Frame.  Ask a volunteer to read the measurement from the frame.  <25>.
	This is saying that ¼ circle is 25/100 of a circle, or 25% of the circle.
	“Does it surprise anyone that ¼ = 25%?”
	Write on the white board:   1 circle:        25% circle
	4
	8. Bring out the Montessori Protractor.  Remind the children that this is a circle that has been divided into 360 equal parts. Or degrees.   “When we measure angles in the Montessori Protractor, we are measuring the angle in degrees.”
	Move the ¼ fraction inset into the Montessori Protractor.  Ask a volunteer to read the measurement from the frame.  <90º>.
	“Does it surprise anyone that the central angle in ¼ circle is 90º?”
	“This shows us an equivalency between percent of a circle and degrees of a circle.”
	Write:   1 circle;  25% circle = 25% x 360º = 90º
	4
	9. Repeat this process with a variety of other fraction pieces as long as interest remains high.  Choose from 1/2, 1/5, and 1/10 since these fractions have denominators that are factors of 100 (it keeps things tidier!)  Finish with the full circle.  T...
	1 circle:   25% circle = 25% x 360º = 90º
	4
	1 circle:  20% circle = 20% x 360º = 72º
	5
	1 circle:  10% circle = 10% x 360º = 36º
	10
	1 circle:  100% circle = 100% x 360º = 360º
	11. Return to the data collection sheet.  “We are going to transform each of the percentages that we calculated into degrees.  Since we are dealing with real-life data (rather than perfectly even fraction pieces) the calculations will not always come ...
	Control of Error: When all of the conversions to degrees are complete, shared, and recorded, total the fourth column to be sure that that the sectors total to 360º.  If they do not, there is a computational error to be discovered before proceeding.
	Now we are ready to create the pie chart!
	Creating Pie Charts
	From the data below, create a pie chart.
	1. Complete the Data Collection Table just as we did in the lesson.
	2. Use those numbers and a protractor to create your pie chart on a separate piece of paper.
	3. Answer the question below the chart about how many bags of erasers to buy.
	Question: We need 90 mammals for a diorama.  If we buy 3 bags of 40 erasers, we will have more than we need.  Or we could buy a less-expensive bag of 100 erasers.  We would save money with the bigger bag, but will it give us the 90 mammals that we nee...
	* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
	Now, make up your own question!  What would you like to know about your friends?  Favorite letter of the alphabet?  How they got to school today (car, bus, walking, biking)?  Eye color?  Survey the class and collect data and then create a pie chart to...
	Control of Error for Creating Pie Charts
	From the data below, create a pie chart.
	1. Complete the Data Collection Table just as we did in the lesson.
	2. Use those numbers and a protractor to create your pie chart on a separate piece of paper.
	3. Answer the question below the chart about how many bags of erasers to buy.

	4. Making Sense of Percents content
	Percentages in Everyday Life
	Materials: 100 board with all tiles in place, numerals face-down so that numeric sequence not
	needed (prepare ahead)
	Small bowl or cup
	Bag with checkers or other tokens
	Weather forecast for the day including probability of precipitation
	OPTIONAL: nomenclature tickets (follow the lesson)
	Direct Aim:  to define the term percent
	To understand percentage as a ratio – a quantity relative to 100.
	To develop awareness of the use of percentages in real life (context and relevance)
	Indirect Aim: to prepare children to perform percent calculations
	Prerequisites:  Competency with fraction equivalency – concept and calculations
	Previous work with ratios is helpful, but not required
	Presentation:
	PART ONE- PECRCENT DEFINED
	1. Ask children what they know about percents.  Accept all reasonable answers.
	2. Show the word percent.  Ask the children if they see any prefixes or suffixes or root words in percent.  <There is a prefix, per, and a root word, cent.>.
	3. Explore the meaning of the prefix, per-.  If necessary, give examples of it in use in isolation, such as “5 apple slices per person”, “one tray per trip across the room”, etc.  Lead children to the definition that per- means for each.
	Lay out 2 tickets: per- and for each (tickets follow the lesson)
	4. Similarly, explore the meaning of cent.   Children will likely identify it as a penny.  If so, accept that answer for the moment, but drop “breadcrumbs”, discussing the meaning of words like centurion, century, centigrade, centipede…
	Ultimately, children will conclude that cent means 100.
	Lay out 2 tickets:  cent and 100
	Recall that a cent is a penny; 100 cents makes a dollar; a penny is 1/100 of a dollar.
	5. Ask the children to combine the prefix and root work to define percent.  <They will readily conclude that percent means for each 100. >
	6. Show the ticket with the percent symbol: %.
	NOTE: If you write the symbol rather than use tickets, please be sure that it takes the form of a diagonal with two disconnected circles: % rather than %.
	State that % is the symbol for percent.  (This will not be a surprise to the children.)
	Explain how the symbol helps us remember that percent means for each 100.
	The diagonal line represents the 1 in 100, and the two circles represent the two zeros.
	If you use notation in your classroom such as 3x/week to mean three times per week, you can alternatively explain that the 1 is on a diagonal to capture the meaning per.
	7. Write a few percentages and have the children read them: 5% 100%, 500%, 12 ½ %...
	PART TWO - PECRCENT AS A PORTION OF 100
	8. Bring out the Hundred Board. (See advance preparation in the materials list).  For some, this is second period work, working with the concept of percent.  For others, this is the third period work confirming their knowledge.  Children in 3rd period...
	Ask the children to confirm the number of tiles on the board.
	<There are 100 tiles.  For this activity, all percentages are relative to a total of 100 tiles.>
	Remove a number of tiles (here we will use the example of 6) and place them in the cup.
	Ask what percent of the tiles are in the cup.
	<6% of the tiles or 6 out of 100 tiles>   Place the cup on the rug.
	Place another quantity of tiles (here 10) back in the now-empty box that stores the tiles.  Ask what percent of the tiles are in the box.
	<10% of the tiles or 10 out of 100 tiles >   Place the box off of the rug.
	Ask what percent of the tiles are still on the Hundred Board.
	<84% of the tiles or 84 out of 100 tiles >
	Ask what percent of the tiles are laying loose on the rug
	<0% of the tiles or 0 out of 100 tiles >
	Ask what percent of the tiles are in or on something that is on the rug.
	<90% of the tiles or 90 out of 100 tiles >
	Ask what percent of the tiles are not on the hundred board.
	<16% of the tiles or 16 out of 100 tiles >
	Ask what percent of the tiles are on the shelf
	<0% of the tiles or 0 out of 100 tiles >
	Set the Hundred Board aside.
	9. Explore the meaning further.    “Here, we had exactly 100 tiles, which was convenient.  We don’t always have 100 of something when we are talking about percents.”
	Bring out a bag of checkers.  Do not reveal the contents.  “If I have a bag of tokens and 50% of them are red, that means that 50 out of every 100 are red.
	If there are 100 tokens in the bag, which is something that we don’t know, there will be 50 red ones and 50 that are not red.
	If there are 200 tokens, twice as many as before, how many will be red?
	<50 for the first hundred and 50 for the second hundred: 50 x 2 =100>
	If there are 1,000 tokens, ten times as many as before, how many will be red?  <50 per hundred x10 hundreds = 500>”
	When we say 50% red, we aren’t saying how many there are, we are saying what the ratio is of red to not-red: 50 out of every 100 are red.
	“If I wanted to say that there were exactly 50 red tokens in the bag, I would say,
	‘50 of the tokens are red.’
	If I wanted to say that 50 out of every 100 tokens in the bag were red, I would say,
	‘50% of the tokens are red.’”
	Do not rush this concept.  If needed, give more examples such as
	- 10% of the people at a concert have red hair
	o What if there are 100 people at the concert?  300?   500?
	- 25% of the time that my team is up to bat, the batter gets to first base
	o What if my team is up to bat 100 times in a season?  1000 times?
	NOTE:  So far, we are only taking percentages of total amounts that are multiples of 100!!
	10. Show the weather forecast for the day including the probability for precipitation.  For this write-up, we assume a 40% probability of precipitation.
	Explain that this means that if there were 100 days with weather conditions just like today’s, it would rain or snow on 40 out of 100 days.
	Were there really exactly 100 days in the past with weather conditions just like today?  <No.>  But no matter how many days there were, the ratio of days with precipitation to the total number of days was 40 out of 100 or 40%
	Note: If children have worked with ratio and proportion prior to this, the concept of “40 out of 100” will be familiar.  That is not needed to be successful with upcoming lessons, but it will cause children to “trip” to new concepts more quickly.
	Ask (in our example of a day with 40% probability of precipitation) what percent of the days with weather conditions just like today it would not rain or snow. <60%>
	Ask if it is likely it is to rain/snow today.  <It is somewhat unlikely>
	Ask what it would mean if the probability of precipitation were 0%.
	<If there were 100 days with conditions just like today, it would rain/snow 0 out of 100 days.  It would not rain/snow on any of the days.>
	Ask if it is likely it is to rain/snow today.  <It is very unlikely>
	Ask what it would mean if the probability of precipitation were 100%.
	<If there were 100 days with conditions just like today, it would rain/snow 100 out of 100 days.  It would rain/snow on every one of the days.>
	Ask if it is likely it is to rain/snow today.  <It is very likely>.
	Follow-up: Children should gain greater familiarity with the term percent and the idea that it is an expression of ratio – a relative quantity.  One such activity follows.
	Reminder: If children have had significant experience with percentages, they may have come to this lesson with these concepts well in hand.  If they demonstrated 3rd period understanding of these concepts during the lesson, consider continuing on to t...
	Control of Error: Checker or Teacher
	Tickets for Percentages in Everyday Life
	Percentages in Everyday Life
	In the box to the left, decorate the % symbol with words and/or pictures that will help you remember the meaning of the symbol.
	%
	The meteorologist says that there is a 25% chance of rain today.  What does 25% mean in this context? _______________________________________________
	What are the chances that it will not rain today? _______________
	* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
	A charity’s website says that 95 cents out of every dollar (100 cents) donated helps people in the local community.  What percent does that represent? _______
	What percent of donations goes to pay for the cost to run the charity?  _______
	If the class donated $100, how much money would go to help people? _________
	If the class donated $200, how much money would go to help people? _________
	* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
	Let’s talk about coins!  How many pennies are there in a dollar?  _________
	1 penny (or 1 cent) is what percent of a dollar? _________
	1 nickel (or 5 cents) is what percent of a dollar? _________
	1 dime (or ___ cents) is what percent of a dollar? _________
	1 quarter (or ____ cents) is what percent of a dollar? _________
	1 half-dollar (or ____ cents) is what percent of a dollar? _________
	Control of Error for Percentages in Everyday Life
	In the box to the left, decorate the % symbol with words and/or pictures that will help you remember the meaning of the symbol.  Decorations will vary!!
	%
	The meteorologist says that there is a 25% chance of rain today.  What does 25% mean in this context? If conditions were like this for 100 days, it would rain on 25 days.
	What are the chances that it will not rain today?   75% chance that it will not rain.
	* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
	A charity’s website says that 95 cents out of every dollar (100 cents) donated helps people in the local community.  What percent does that represent?   95%
	What percent of donations goes to pay for the cost to run the charity?  5%
	If the class donated $100, how much money would go to help people? $95
	If the class donated $200, how much money would go to help people? $190
	* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
	Let’s talk about coins!  How many pennies are there is a dollar?   100
	1 penny (or 1 cent) is what percent of a dollar? 1%
	1 nickel (or 5 cents) is what percent of a dollar?  5%
	1 dime (or 10 cents) is what percent of a dollar?  10%
	1 quarter (or 25 cents) is what percent of a dollar?  25%
	1 half-dollar (or 50 cents) is what percent of a dollar?  50%
	Representing Percents as Fractions
	Materials:
	100 board with all tiles in place, numerals face-down so that numeric sequence not
	needed (prepare ahead)
	Hundred Square Paper
	Fraction Insets
	Montessori Centesimal Frame and Montessori Protractor
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim:
	Introduce representing percent, “for each 100”, as a fraction (hundredths)
	Experience percentage concretely
	Indirect Aim: to prepare children to perform percent calculations
	Prerequisites:  Understanding percentage as a ratio – a quantity relative to 100.
	Presentation:
	1. Bring out the Hundred Board.  Ask the children to reiterate what was shown in the previous lesson with this material.  <We showed the meaning of percentage as a quantity relative to 100.>
	2. Write 13% on the white board and ask for a volunteer to use the Hundred Board to illustrate 13%.  <Child removes 13 tiles from the frame.  This is 13 tiles out of 100 OR    13 per hundred OR 13% of the tiles.>
	3. Explain that another way to represent the quantity 13 out of 100 is as a fraction: 13
	100
	Write 13% = 13 and explore these as two representations of the same quantity.
	100
	4.  Hand the Hundred Board to one child and the marker to another. Ask them to illustrate and record 21% as a percent and as a fraction.  <The child writes 21% = 21 , showing two ways
	100
	of expressing 21 out of 100.>
	5. With 2 new volunteers, repeat the process for 50%.
	<The child writes 50% = 50  showing two ways of expressing 50 out of 100.>
	100
	6. Look at the fraction 50/100 and its representation on the Hundred Board thoughtfully.  Ask if anyone can think of another way to represent that quantity.  <It is the same as 1/2.>  Look at the way that the child with the Hundred Board chose to repr...
	7. Re-arrange the 50 tiles so that they are spread throughout the frame.  Ask these questions:
	Is it still true that 50% of the tiles are on the board?  <Yes; no tiles were added/removed.>
	Is it still true that 1/2 of the tiles are on the board? <Yes; no tiles were added/removed.>
	Is it still true that this is a good graphical representation of 1/2 of the frame?  <It is not.>
	8.  Bring out a Hundred Square paper.  Demonstrate different ways of shading squares to graphically represent the quantity 1/2:
	- Shade the top half
	- Rotate the page so that the bottom half is shaded
	- Rotate the page so that the right half is shaded
	- Rotate the page so that the right half is shaded
	- On a new hundred square, draw a diagonal line from one corner to the opposing corner.  Shade 1/2 of the page.  Ask if this is a graphical representation of the quantity 1/2 .  <It is, but it cannot be replicated with the tiles unless we cut some in ...
	9. Reconfigure the tiles on the Hundred Board so that they fill 1/2 of the frame.  Carefully set the board on the side of the rug exactly as configured for use later in the lesson.
	10. Bring out the fraction insets.  Choose the 1/2 piece.  Confirm that the piece represents 1/2 of the whole circle.
	11. Lay the various representations of 1/2 side-by-side on the rug: half-filled Hundred Board, two hundred squares previously shaded to show 1/2 of the full hundred square, and the 1/2 circle inset.  All of these represent 1/2.  Are they equal quantit...
	12.  Again, choose the 1/2 inset.  Ask what the piece represents.
	If children reply with 1/2, prompt them to say “1/2 of the circle” or “1/2 of the unit circle” or “1/2 of the fraction circle.”
	Ask if anyone can say what percent of the unit circle is in the piece you are holding. <50%>
	13. Bring out and introduce the Centesimal Frame.
	The word centesimal means relating to division into hundredths.  Show that the full unit circle has been divided into 100 equal divisions.
	Children may remember the Montessori Protractor, which divides the unit circle into 360 equal divisions.  We call every division on that circle 1degree.
	Ask if anyone can say what every division on the Centesimal Circle might be called?          < Every division is 1% of the circle!>
	14.  Erase the white board.  Place the 1/2 inset into the Centesimal Frame and demonstrate reading the frame.
	15. Tape the shaded Hundred Square paper to the white board and write/draw the following:
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = 50%
	2   2
	50  tiles = 50%
	100
	16.  Discuss the results with the children.  “What do these drawings show?”  <They show that 1/2 of something is the same as 50% of it.>
	Add to the illustration by writing:    1 = 50%
	2
	17. Choose the 1/3 fraction inset and place it in the Centesimal Frame.  Demonstrate that it doesn’t measure very evenly.  It is between 33% and 34%.  Return the 1/3 inset to its frame.
	Choose the 1/4 fraction inset.  Demonstrate that it matches up with 25%
	Follow-up:
	Children should practice finding the percent equivalent to commonly used, easily conceptualized percentages (follows).
	Control of Error:
	Teacher-check.  (Shadings will vary enough that no CoE card is provided for the shading portion.)
	Representing Percents as Fractions
	Shade the hundred-squares and unit circles as indicated.  Count the squares on the hundred-square to find the percent equivalent for each fraction.  Use the Centesimal Frame to measure the percent equivalent for each fraction. Do they agree?  Complete...
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = 50%
	2   2
	50  tiles = 50%
	100
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = ______%
	4   4
	tiles = _____%
	100
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = ______%
	5   5
	tiles = _____%
	100
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = ______%
	10   10
	tiles = _____%
	100
	3 of Hundred Board = 3 of the Unit Circle = ______%
	4   4
	tiles = _____%
	100
	2 of Hundred Board = 2 of the Unit Circle = ______%
	2    2
	tiles = _____%
	100
	Control of Error for Representing Percents as Fractions
	Shade the hundred-squares and unit circles as indicated.  Count the squares on the hundred-square to find the percent equivalent for each fraction.  Use the Centesimal Frame to measure the percent equivalent for each fraction. Do they agree?  Complete...
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle = 50%
	2   2
	50  tiles = 50%
	100
	Shading will vary Shading will vary
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle =   25   %
	4   4
	25 tiles =    25   %
	100
	Shading will vary Shading will vary
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle =   20   %
	5   5
	20   tiles =   20   %
	100
	Shading will vary Shading will vary
	1 of Hundred Board = 1 of the Unit Circle =   10   %
	10   10
	10   tiles =   10   %
	100
	Shading will vary Shading will vary
	3 of Hundred Board = 3 of the Unit Circle =  75  %
	4   4
	75  tiles =  75  %
	100
	2 of Hundred Board = 2 of the Unit Circle = 100 %
	2    2
	100  tiles = 100 %
	100
	Equivalent Fractions Review
	Materials:
	Children will gather materials to show fraction equivalency.  Depending upon their experiences and materials available in the classroom, this may include:
	- Fraction insets
	o Fraction Circles (metal insets and/or plastic pieces)
	o Equivalency Insets (square with rectangles or triangles)
	- Fraction Equivalency Chart
	- Fraction Skittles
	- Other  (may get creative!)
	A few sheets of metal inset paper
	2 quarters and a half-dollar (coins)
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim:
	Review concrete and abstract means of finding fraction equivalencies.
	RECOMMENDED: If not previously presented (in ratio/proportion studies) to learn to solve for equivalent fractions by the cross-product method.
	Indirect Aim: to prepare children to convert percents to a fraction with a denominator of 100
	Prerequisites:  Competency with fraction equivalency – concept and calculations
	Mastery of long division
	Prior ratio work is helpful, but not required.
	Presentation:
	1. On the white board, write the following equivalency (mock fanfare optional):
	1   =    2
	2         4                           “Ta-da!”
	2. Express that this comes as no surprise to anyone in the lesson.  Ask the children what materials they can find that show this relationship.  Give them a few minutes to gather whatever they can and bring it to the lesson area.  Give each an opportun...
	3. Time and interest permitting, explore ways of showing the equivalency that the children did not bring to the lesson area.  A few ideas might include:
	 A metal inset paper
	o Fold the paper in half; score & draw a line down the fold.
	o Write ½ boldly on one side of the fold.
	o Turn the paper 90º.
	o Gently fold the paper in half in the other direction.
	o Score only the part of the fold on the unmarked half of the page.
	o Draw a line on the new fold only on the unmarked half of the page.
	o Write ¼ boldly on each of the 2 newly created squares.
	14
	14
	 Bring out two quarters and a half-dollar
	o Remind children that the quarters are ¼ of a dollar.
	o Ask a volunteer to use the coins to show the equivalency (2 quarters and a half-dollar are each worth 50 cents – they are equivalent).
	 The same relationship can be shown with time (2 quarter hours is the same as a half hour)
	 Other ideas?
	4. Erase the white board.  Write a new equivalency:
	2   =    3
	4         6
	5. Ask the children which of the materials that they brought could be used to demonstrate the new equivalency.  <Some work well while others do not.  For example, the fraction circle pieces can be used to show equivalent parts of a circle, whereas cur...
	6. Ask the children if there is an abstract way to prove that these two fractions are equivalent.  <Reducing each of the two fractions to lowest terms – ½ will show equivalency.> OPTIONAL –Share the story of Euclid (Famous Greek Philosopher, who made ...
	7. What about other fraction equivalencies?  Ask how to find the fraction in 21sts  that is equivalent to 2/3:
	2   =    ?
	3         21
	< In all likelihood, children will multiply 2/3 by 7/7 to get the answer 14/21.  If they cannot, please consider stopping the lesson at this point for further practice before proceeding. >
	Write:   2  •  7   =    14  We call this the “multiply by 1 method”
	3 • 7         21
	8. Practice solving several more fraction equivalencies with the unknown quantity in different positions using multiply by one method until children show confidence (see Follow-Up).
	9. If children know how to verify the fraction equivalency using the cross-product method, confirm their skills and understanding and go on to step 10.   If children have not learned this in prior lessons with ratio and proportion, it can be taught as...
	10. Practice solving several more fraction equivalencies using cross-products until children show confidence in the method.  Be sure to do problems where the unknown quantity is in each of the 4 possible positions.
	3   =    12
	5
	3   =         .
	5         20
	=   12
	5         20
	5   =    25
	40
	When children have done a few of these, ask them to verbalize the process in their own words.  < They will likely say something like, “we multiply the two numbers that share a leg of the cross and divide by the number that is by itself.”  This is an e...
	Follow-up:  Children should practice finding fraction equivalencies with both methods
	If finding equivalent fractions using cross-products is a new concept, daily practice of a couple of problems is advised until such time as children are using this technique to solve percent problems.
	If not implementing cross-product instruction at this time, for the last few problems of the set will be more computationally reasonable if children recognize that the ratio as expressed can be reduced to a lower form, at which point “multiply by one”...
	NOTE: From this point forward, lessons presume that cross-multiplication has been included as part of this sequence, although follow-up options are suitable for either situation.
	Control of Error: The checker (follows)
	Equivalent Fractions
	Solve the following equivalencies using the multiply by one method.  The first one is done for you.  Show your work.
	2 • 5  =  ??      2   = 10  2       =  ??
	5 • 5      25      5      25 13         26
	5       =   ??  9       =  ??
	12           24  11          44
	3       =   ??  9       =  27
	7            63  11          ??
	??       =  16  5       =  40
	12           48  ??           64
	2       =  10   2       =  ??
	13           ??  21         210
	Solve the following equivalencies using the cross-product  method.  The first one is done for you.  Show your work.
	2   =   ??        (2 x 21) ÷3 = 14 2   =  14
	3         21                      3        21
	5   =    ??
	8         32
	3   =    ??
	4         100
	2   =    ??
	25      100
	5   =      4
	?         100
	??   =    20
	12         30
	Control of Error for Equivalent Fractions
	Solve the following equivalencies using the multiply by one method.  The first one is done for you.  Show your work.
	2 • 5  =  ??      2   = 10  2 • 2  =  ??       2 =  4
	5 • 5      25      5      25 13• 2      26     13    26
	5 • 2 =   ??     5 = 10   9 • 4   =  ??       9 = 36
	12• 2      24    12   24 11• 4        44      11    44
	3 • 9  =   ??     3 = 27  9 • 3  =  27       9 = 27
	7 • 9       63     7    63 11 • 3     ??       11   33
	?? • 4  =  16      4 = 16   5 • 8  =  40        5= 40
	12 • 4      48     12   48 ?? • 8      64        8   64
	2 • 5  =  10     2 = 10  2 • 10  =  ??        2 =  20
	13• 5       ??    13    65 21 • 10     210     21   210
	Solve the following equivalencies using the cross-product  method.  The first one is done for you.  Show your work.
	2   =  ??       (2 x 21) ÷3 = 14 2   =  14
	3       21                              3        21
	5   =   ??     (5 x 32) ÷ 8 = 20             5  =  20
	8        32                                    8      32
	3   =    ??    (3 x 100) ÷ 4 = 75 3   =    75
	4         100                                           4         100
	2   =    ??      (2 x 100) ÷ 25 = 8           2   =     8
	25      100                                     25      100
	5   =      4       (5 x 100) ÷ 4 = 125  5   =      4
	?         100                                        125       100
	??   =    20    (12 x 20) ÷ 30 = 8   8   =    20
	12         30                                   12        30
	Representing Ratios as Percents
	Materials:
	Weather forecast for the week including probability of precipitation for several days
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim:
	To learn to express a given a ratio as a percent
	Indirect Aim:
	To prepare for mental percentage calculations (a great skill to have as an adult!)
	Prerequisites:
	Mastery of whole number multiplication and division, including expressing remainders
	as  a fraction or decimal
	Competency with fraction equivalency using multiply by 1 and cross-product methods
	Prior ratio work is helpful, but not required.
	Presentation:
	NOTE: The children have been learning about the concept of percents and how they might have encountered it in use in their lives.  Begin this lesson by helping them see the mathematical benefits of being able to compare probabilities or outcomes.
	1. Ask the children to recall a prior discussion about the probability of precipitation that is part of weather forecasting.  Consult the forecast for the day, noting the probability of precipitation.  For this write-up, we will again assume that ther...
	Ask a volunteer to explain what that 40% really means.
	< Accept any answers so long as they are factually accurate.  The response that is needed for this lesson is that a 40% probability of precipitation says that if there were 100 days with conditions just like today, there would be precipitation on 40 o...
	If the children do not readily provide this description, fill in the blanks for them.
	2. Scan forecast for the week. Discuss which days are more or less likely to have precipitation.  State that the reason that we are able to easily compare one day to the next is that all of the probabilities are expressed as percentages.
	3. Post a fictional weekly precipitation forecast where the probability is listed according to actual days that have had conditions just like today (see below).  For example, on Sunday, there have been 20 days just like today, of which 17 have had som...
	4   =      ?
	5         100
	4 • 20  =  80    (    4   =      80%
	3   =   ??      (  ?? =  3 x 100  =  20
	15      100                      15
	(            20  = 20%
	100
	6 =  1   =  1   x 20  = 20  = 20%
	Representing Ratios as Percents (I)
	Find the equivalent percentage for each fraction.  You will find that for about half of the fractions, the denominator is a factor of 100 – you will know what form of one to use right away!  For the other half of the problems, the denominator is NOT a...
	2   2 • 20  =  40  =   40% 28  = 14      7 • 10  = 70 = 70%
	5   5 • 20     100       40     20     10 • 10    100
	13  17
	25 20
	1   1
	50  2
	4  9
	5 10
	40  18
	20 25
	6  9
	30 15
	27   6
	36 12
	7  18
	28 24
	45  240
	36  24
	Control of Error for Representing Ratios as Percents (I)
	Find the equivalent percentage for each fraction.   A method is shown for each problem to illustrate the process.  If you used a different method but got the same answer, as long as 6 are solved by multiplying by one and 6 are solved with cross-produc...
	2   2 • 20  =  40  =   40% 28  = 14     14 • 5  = 70 = 70%
	5   5 • 20     100       40     20     20 • 5    100
	13   13 • 4 = 52  =  52% 17  17 • 5  = 85 = 85%
	25   25 • 4   100 20  20 • 5    100
	1      1 • 2  =   2  = 2%  1   1 • 50  = 50  = 50%
	50  50 • 2     100  2   2 • 50    100
	4   4 • 20  = 80 = 80%  9     9 • 10  = 90 = 90%
	5   5 • 20    100  10  10 • 10    100
	40   40 • 5 = 200  = 200% 18  18 • 4 = 72 = 72%
	20   20 • 5    100 25  25 • 4   100
	6  = 1     1 • 20  = 20 = 20%   9  = 3    3 • 20  = 60 = 60%
	30   5      5 • 20    100      15     5    5 • 20    100
	27  = 3   3 • 25 = 75 = 75%     6    = 1    1 • 50  = 50 = 50%
	36     4   4 • 25    100 12      2     2 • 50     100
	7    = 1     1 • 25 = 25 = 25%  18   = 3     3 • 25  = 75 = 75%
	28     4      4 • 25    100 24      4     4 • 25    100
	45  = 5   5 • 25  =125 = 125% 240 = 10  10 • 100 = 1000 =  1000%
	36     4   4 • 25    100  24       1    1 • 100      100
	Find the equivalent percentage for each fraction.  Note that not all fractions are in lowest terms!  In some cases, reducing first will make your computations easier!  Choose any 6 problems to solve using the multiply by 1 method, and solve the remain...
	2   2 • 20  =  40     40% 28 = 7  ;  7 = ??  ; 7 x 100 = 700 = 70%
	5   5 • 20     100       40   10   10   100      10         10
	13  17
	25 20
	6  9
	30 15
	1   9
	50 12
	7  8
	28 10
	40  18
	20 24
	27  125
	36  25
	*****  Feeling brave?  These are trickier problems. They have fractions in the answers! *****
	Find the equivalent percentage for each fraction using whatever method you prefer.
	7    3
	8 200
	13  111
	250 200
	Control of Error for Representing Ratios as Percents (II)
	Find the equivalent percentage for each fraction.  Note that not all fractions are in lowest terms!  In some cases, reducing first will make your computations easier!  Choose any 6 problems to solve using the multiply by 1 method, and solve the remain...
	Since the choice of method was your choice, the checker only shows which fractions could be simplified before solving for the percentage AND the equivalent percentage
	2   2 • 20  =  40     40% 28  = ??   28 x 100 = 2800 = 280 = 70%
	5   5 • 20     100       40    100     40      40         4
	13            52% 17            85%
	25     20
	6  = 1     20%  9  = 3      60%
	30    5         15    5
	1              2%  9  = 3      75%
	50   12    4
	7  = 1      25%  8              80%
	28    4         10
	40  = 2     200% 18  = 3     75%
	20     1        24      4
	27  = 3    75% 125 = 5     500%
	36     4         25     1
	*****  Feeling brave?  These are trickier problems. They have fractions in the answers! *****
	Find the equivalent percentage for each fraction using whatever method you prefer.
	7     7x100 = 87.5% or   3    3x100 = 1.5% or
	8       8                    87 ½%  200   200               1 ½%
	13   13x100 = 5.2% or 111   111x100 = 55.5% or
	250    250               5-1/5% 200       200               55 ½%
	Calculating Percent of a Known Quantity
	Materials:
	100 board with all tiles in place, numerals face-down (prepare ahead)
	Stamp Game
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim:
	To learn to find given percent of a known quantity using fraction equivalencies
	Indirect Aim:
	To prepare to find given percent of a known quantity using decimal equivalencies
	Prerequisites:
	Understanding that % means per 100
	Familiarity with changing percentages into fraction equivalents (hundredths)
	Mastery of fraction multiplication including canceling
	Prior ratio work is helpful, but not required.
	Presentation:
	1. Bring out the Hundred Board (prepared ahead). Ask the children to recall the first percent lesson that they received, explaining what percent meant.  Explain that today’s lesson starts with ways to express some of the same relationships with mathem...
	2. Remove 10 tiles from the frame and place them on the rug.  Ask what percent of the tiles are on the rug.   < Children will readily answer, “10%.”  Prompt for the answer to take the form, “10% of the tiles  or 10 out of 100 tiles>
	3. Write a sentence that illustrates that demonstration:
	Ten percent of 100 tiles is 10 tiles.
	4.  Discus converting that sentence to a number sentence. “Ten percent” is 10%.  The word of says to multiply.  The mathematical equivalent to the word is equals”.  Write:
	Ten percent of 100 tiles is 10 tiles
	10%        x  100 tiles = 10 tiles
	5. Change the percent to its equivalent fraction.  Write:
	Ten percent of 100 tiles is 10 tiles
	10%        x  100 tiles = 10 tiles
	10          x  100 tiles = 10 tiles
	100
	6. By cancelling, prove the equivalency mathematically.  Write:
	Ten percent of 100 tiles is 10 tiles
	10%        x  100 tiles = 10 tiles
	10          x  100 tiles = 10 tiles              Confirm: 10 tiles = 10 tiles   (“ta-da”)
	100
	7. Set the hundred board and the 10 tiles to one side of the rug.
	8. “As we know, we don’t always have 100 of something to start with something.  But even when we don’t have 100 of something, we can use percents to describe the ratio of one thing to another.”
	Bring out the stamp game.  Explain that for the purpose of this lesson, the stamps do not have hierarchical values – they are just colored tiles.  (Alternatively, use green, blue, and red markers of some other origin.)
	Silently retrieve 7 green stamps, 2 blue stamps, and 1 red stamp and place them at the center of the rug with the numerals face-down.  Re-cover the stamp game and set the box aside.
	Ask how many stamps are on the rug.  <There are 10 stamps.>
	Ask how many of the 10 stamps are green.  <7 out of 10 stamps are green.>  Write:
	7 out of 10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green.
	Ask a volunteer to change the sentence using the mathematical equivalent to “7 out of 10”
	< 7/10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green.>  Write:
	7 out of 10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps.
	7        of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	10
	We want to change this into a percent statement.  To do that we will first change our fraction to have a denominator of 100, and then will change the notation to %.
	Ask, “7/10 equals how many hundredths?”  <70> Write:
	7 out of 10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps.
	7        of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	10
	70       of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	100
	Ask for the percent equivalent to 7/10. < 70%>
	7 out of 10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps.
	7        of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	10
	70       of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	100
	70 %   of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	Ask a volunteer to change what we have written into a number sentence.
	7 out of 10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps.
	7        of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	10
	70       of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	100
	70 %   of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	70%   x       10 stamps                =   green stamps
	Ask how many green stamps there are on the rug.  <There are 7.> Write:
	7 out of 10 of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps.
	7        of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	10
	70       of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	100
	70 %   of the 10 stamps on the rug are green stamps
	70%     x       10 stamps                   = green stamps
	70%   x       10 stamps               =    7 stamps               “70% of 10 is 7.”
	Ask a volunteer to write a number sentence describing the number of blue stamps.  They write:
	<20%   x      10 stamps       =    2 stamps >                     “20% of 10 is 2.”
	Ask a volunteer to write a number sentence describing the number of red stamps.  They write:
	<10%   x      10 stamps      =    1 stamp >                       “10% of 10 is 1.”
	9. Return the 10 stamps to the stamp game.
	“We have been experimenting with writing number sentences to describe known quantities.  What if we only know some of the quantities?”  Propose the following:
	Imagine that we want 30 stamps, of which 10% are green, 50% are blue, and 40% are red.  We need to figure out how many we need of each color.  Discuss and record:
	10%   x   30 stamps  =
	10     x   30 stamps  =
	100             3
	1      x   30 stamps  = 3 green stamps
	10
	50%  x 30 stamps =
	50    x 30 stamps =
	100       15
	1    x 30 stamps = 15 blue stamps
	2
	40 % x 30 stamps =
	40    x 30 stamps =
	100       6
	2    x 30 stamps = 12 red stamps
	5
	Gather 3 green stamps, 15 blue stamps, and 12 red stamps.  Confirm that the total is 30 stamps.
	Note: children with prior experience with ratios will find this fairly self-evident.
	10.   Demonstrate some calculations without stamps, such as:
	15%  x  80  =
	15     x  80  =
	100        4
	3      x 80 = 12
	20
	If we were to represent this with objects, this calculation says that 15% of 80 objects is 12 objects.  If we had 80 candy bars, 15% of which had peanuts, 12 of the 80 candy bars would have peanuts.
	Demonstrate as many problems of this type as necessary for the children to show confidence.
	Follow-up:  Children should practice problems where they compute a given percent of a known total quantity.  One page of such problems follow.  NOTE:  The last 4 problems are a nice lead-in to percents as decimals, which is to come.
	We have calculated percentage and part.  A third type of problem, where the total quantity is unknown, is much trickier to solve without the concepts that arise from early algebra.  Specifically, children need know to solve multiply both sides of an e...
	A shopper saved $4 when they bought an item that was marked 25% off.  What was the original price?
	25  x P = $4
	100
	100  •   25  x P = $4 • 100
	25       100                   25
	P = $4 • 4 = $16
	1
	While children can tackle this after just a few lessons arising from Euclid’s Axioms*, teaching children to solve this type of problem without the proper foundation is generally not advised when representing percents fractionally.  (It becomes easier ...
	Control of Error:  Checker card (provided)
	* For lessons on Euclid’s Axioms and other early algebraic concepts, please see the monograph Concrete Foundations in Early Algebra
	Calculating a Percent of a Known Quantity
	Use the fractional equivalent for each percentage to solve the following problems.  The first two are done for you.
	15  3
	10% of 1500   10 x 1500 =   150 75% of 150  70 x 150 = 70 x 3 =35 x 3 = 105
	100  100                2
	2
	25% of 444     17% of 1000
	80% of 625     32% of 125
	48% of 1200   12% of 400
	5% of 20     22% of 50
	100% of 13     0% of 13
	13% of 100     16% of 1250
	16% of 625     75% of  4
	50% of 4     25% of 4
	20% of 15                     33% of 300
	53% of 300     73% of 300
	10% of 1000     10% of 100
	10% of 10     10% of 1
	Control of Error for Calculating a Percent of a Known Quantity
	15  3
	10% of 1500   10 x 1500 =   150 75% of 150  70 x 150 = 70 x 3 =35 x 3 = 105
	100  100                2
	111  2 10
	25% of 444    25 x 444 =   111 17% of 1000    17 x 1000 =   170
	100       100
	25                  25                                                 5
	80% of 625    80 x 625 = 20 x 25 = 500 32% of 125     32 x 125 =  32 x5 = 8 x 5 = 40
	100       100                4
	4                       12                                              4              4
	48% of 1200  48 x 1200 = 576 12% of 400     12 x 400 = 48
	100       100
	5% of 20        5 x 20 = 1 22% of 50  22 x 50 = 11
	100                           100
	5                       2
	100% of 13   100 x 13 = 13   0% of 13     0 x 13 =    0 = 0
	100                           100          100
	125
	13% of 100   13 x 100 = 13    16% of 1250 16 x1250 =16 x 125 =2000 = 200
	100                               100             10               10
	25                                                                          10
	16% of 625 16 x 625 = 4 x 25 = 100       75% of  4      75 x 4 = 75 x 1= 3
	100                               100           25
	4                          25
	50% of 4   50 x 4 = 1 x 4 = 2      25% of 4  25 x 4 = 1 x 4 = 1
	100          2                    100         4
	3                                          3
	20% of 15 20 x 15 = 20 x 3 = 3             33% of 300 33 x 300 = 33 x 3 = 99
	100           20                       100
	20                    3                                                        3
	53% of 300 53 x 300 = 53 x 3 = 159      73% of 300  73 x 300 = 73 x 3 = 219
	100                                100
	10
	10% of 1000 10 x 1000 = 10 x 10 =100      10% of 100 10 x 100 = 10 x 1 =10
	100                                 100
	10% of 10    10 x 10 = 1 x 1 =1      10% of 1    10 x 1 =  1 x 1 = 1
	100                                 100         10        10
	10                   10
	Calculating Percent from a Known Ratio (Fraction)
	Materials:   100 board with all tiles in place, numerals face-down (prepare ahead)
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim:  Directly calculating percent equivalency of known ratios  (fractions)
	NOTE: This method of calculating the percent equivalent to a fraction is computationally much simpler than the earlier methods: multiply by one and cross-products.  For this reason, some pedagogies that focus on product rather than process will teach ...
	Indirect Aim: to prepare children for conversion between percents and decimals
	Prerequisites:  success with setting up and solving problems to calculate percent of a quantity
	Presentation:
	1. Give the children a couple of warm-up problems wherein they convert fractions to percentages using either the multiply by one or the cross-product method.  Additionally, give them a couple of problems wherein they calculate the percentage of a know...
	3   =   ?? % 1  = ??%
	5              4
	60%  of 125=   _____ 25% of 200 = _____
	<3/5 = 60%,  1/4 = 25%; 60% of 125 = 75; 25% of 200 is 50.>
	2. Bring out the Hundred board.  Ask the children to describe how they could use the hundred board to represent 60%.  <60% could be demonstrated by removing 40 tiles - 60 out of 100 tiles remain on the board.  It is not necessary to actually remove th...
	3. “We calculated that 3/5 is 60%, and we know that 60% of 100 tiles is 60 tiles.  So, we are saying that 3/5 of 100 tiles is 60 tiles.”  (Note: if children have previously studied pre-Algebra, this illustrates Euclid’s First Axiom, which says that if...
	4. Write:
	3   =   60%  ; 60% x 100 tiles  =  60 tiles ;  3  x 100 tiles =  60 tiles ;   3 x 100% = 60%
	5                             5   5
	5. “Nothing shocking so far, right?”
	6. Develop the pattern with the children.  Ask, “If I have ¼  of all of the tiles – 25 tiles - what percent of the tiles do I have? <25%>
	3   =   60%  ; 60% x 100 tiles  =  60 tiles ;  3  x 100 tiles =  60 tiles ;   3 x 100% = 60%
	5                             5   5
	1   =   25%  ; 25% x 100 tiles  =  25 tiles ;  1  x 100 tiles =  25 tiles ;   1 x 100% = 25%
	4                             4   4
	Add the language “One quarter of 100 tiles = 25 tiles”
	“One quarter of 100 % = 25 %”
	7. Well, that was interesting!  Let’s try another!
	3   =   60%  ; 60% x 100 tiles  =  60 tiles ;  3  x 100 tiles =  60 tiles ;   3 x 100% = 60%
	5                             5   5
	1   =   25%  ; 25% x 100 tiles  =  25 tiles ;  1  x 100 tiles =  25 tiles ;   1 x 100% = 25%
	4                             4   4
	1   =   50%  ; 50% x 100 tiles  =  50 tiles ;  1  x 100 tiles =  50 tiles ;   1 x 100% = 50%
	2                             2   2
	Add the language “Half of 100 tiles = 50 tiles”
	“Half of 100 % = 50 %”
	It doesn’t matter whether we are taking a fraction of
	100 objects or of 100 percent; the math is the same.
	To find the percent equivalent of a fraction, multiply that fraction by 100%
	8.  If needed, choose another fraction like 4/5.  Ask the a third of the children to calculate the % equivalent using multiply by 1, a third to calculate using cross products, and a third to calculate by taking that fraction of (x) 100%.  The answers ...
	4 x 20  =  80  = 80%      ;       4 x   ??  =>  4 x 100 = ?? = 80%      ;      4 x 100% = 80%
	5    20     100                          5    100           5   5
	9. Ask a volunteer to compute the percent equivalent of a fraction like 5/8 that has a fractional percent equivalency (62.5% or 62 ½ %).
	10.  “We now have 3 ways to calculate the percent equivalent to a given fraction or ratio: multiply the fraction by 1, or solve by cross products, or take a fraction of 100%”
	11.  Ask the children to each use their preferred method to calculate the percent equivalent to 7/8.  <Irrespective of method, 7/8 =  87.5% or 87 ½ %>
	12. Last week the pet store had 5 mice.  This week they have 15.  Ask them to calculate the percent increase from the ratio of mice today to mice last week. < 15/5 = 300%.  If children wrote the ratio as 5/15 (33%), remind them that you asked for the ...
	Follow-up:  Children should practice calculating percentages as a fraction of 100%  Note: this is great preparation for decimal equivalents to percentages, which is coming next!
	Calculating Percent from a Known Ratio
	Calculate the percentage represented in each ratio by multiplying the ratio by 100%. The first two are done for you:
	25 2
	3 out of 4    3 x   100% =    75% 35    35 x   100% =   70%
	4           50    50
	15 selected 3 out of a total of 15
	25
	38 correct out of 100       7
	20
	3 6 in 10
	5
	out of 10, 3 chosen 5
	Control of Error for Calculating Percent from a Known Ratio
	Calculate the percentage represented in each ratio by multiplying the ratio by 100%. The first two are done for you:
	25 2
	3 out of 4    3 x   100% =    75% 35    35 x   100% =   70%
	4           50    50
	4       20
	15  x 100% =   60% selected 3 out of a total of 15  3 x 100% = 20%
	25  15
	5                                    3
	38 correct out of 100   38 = 38%   7 x 100% =   35%
	100 20
	20  10
	3 x 100% =   60% 6 in 10    6 x 100% = 60%
	5              10
	10
	out of 10, 3 chosen 3 x 100% = 30%   5 x 100% =   500%
	10
	5 4
	2                  25
	20 2 5
	3                                             4                  25
	2
	Applied Percentages
	Materials: tickets for new vocabulary (follow)
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim: as children compute with percentages with increasing levels of abstraction, to reconnect with concrete applications.
	To realize that an important part of a percentage problem is defining what constitutes the set of the total.  It is not enough to say 10%; we must say 10% of the pencils.
	To introduce specialized terminology: percent, base, and part.
	Indirect Aim: empowering children to choose the method that works best for each question.
	Prerequisites:  success with calculating percent of a known quantity
	Presentation:
	1.  As children gather, so long as interest and time permit, pose a variety of questions related to the group, such as:
	- What percent expresses the ratio of people in this lesson with brown eyes to the total number of people in the lesson?
	- What percent expresses the ratio of people in the lesson right now to the total number of people in the class?
	- What percent expresses the ratio of the people in this lesson with shoes that tie to people in this lesson wearing shoes?
	- What percent expresses the ratio of the people in the class are 5th year to the total number of people in the class?
	NOTE: if the base number in your proposed question is not easily converted to a percent, adjust the problem to make it more easily completed:
	OPTION ONE: Creatively change the base.  Include yourself as someone in the lesson if that takes the group size from 3 (ug!) to 4 (easy!).  Rather than use the total number of children in the class, make up a statistic that works, such as, “One day la...
	OPTION TWO:  Ask questions about groups of people or items over which you can control the numbers.  For example, “There are about 200 children in our school.  If 40 are 4th-year, what percent does that represent?”
	2. All of the questions that were just asked are of the format
	What percent expresses the ratio of this to that.
	3. Define the terms part (“this”) and base (“that”).  The base represents the total number in the sample.  The part represents how many there are relative to the sample.
	4. Show the definition tickets (following).  The part is the number that meets the special criteria. The base is the total number in the group being considered, the whole.   Usually that part is less than the base, but not always.
	5. Explain percent using the terms part and base.  The percent is the ratio of the number that meet the special criteria relative to (or compared to) the total number in the group being considered, expressed in a special way - as if the base were 100.
	6. Give an imaginary example: There are 4 people in a car; 3 of them are wearing sun glasses.
	The base is the total number in the group.  Ask how many that is.  <4 people>
	The part is the number that are wearing sun glasses.  Ask how many that is.  <3 people>.
	The percent is the ratio of people wearing sun glasses to the total (3 out of 4) expressed as if the base were 100.  Ask what that number is.  <3 out of 4 = ¾  = 75/100 = 75%>
	7. Put out the tickets showing x, ÷, and  =, and the ticket that is a long horizontal line.  Explain that the long horizontal line is intended to be the vinculum – the dividing line between the numerator and the denominator in a fraction.   It is a di...
	Ask a volunteer to arrange the tickets in a sequence that represents the story, where we know part and base and are hoping to discover the percent.
	The volunteer should arrange the tickets to read percent =  part ÷ base  AND/OR
	percent =   part
	base
	Write both forms of the equation on the white board.
	8. Now pose a question that takes a different format, where we have the percent and the base,  and are solving for the part.  For example:
	One year, there were 25 children in the class.  A poll asking what pets students had at home found that 48% of the children had at least one cat.  How many children had one or more cats?
	Write:                       48 % of the children in the class had at least one cat
	Ask children to turn that into a number sentence.
	Write:                       48 % of the children in the class had at least one cat
	48 % x 25 children = children with at least one cat
	9. Ask the children to solve the problem.  <12 children had at least one cat.>
	10. Give another example of the same format.  For example:
	Write:                      25 % of the pencils on the supply shelf have erasers
	25 %  x             48 pencils                     = pencils with erasers
	25      x  48   =   12      (      12 pencils still have erasers
	100
	11.  Ask a volunteer to verbalize the format of the last 2 problems using the terms percent, part, and base.  Arrange the tickets to match:
	percent x  base = part
	12. Explore the two formats of the relationship to see that they both say the same thing.
	percent =  part ÷ base      and              percent x  base = part
	25% =  12   ÷  48         and                 25%  x   48     =  12
	25  =  12                     and                     25  x   48     = 1200  = 12
	100      48   100                    100
	Both equations are true.  Both formats express the same true relationship.
	Follow-up and Control of Error:  Children should practice problems of where they solve for percent or part.  One such set of problems and its checker follow.
	Tickets for Applied Percentages
	Applied Percentages
	In the lesson we learned that we can find the percentage if we know the part and the base
	OR we can find the part if we know the percentage and the base:
	percent = part                                               percent x base = part
	base
	Control of Error for Applied Percentages
	In the lesson we learned that we can find the percentage if we know the part and the base
	OR we can find the part if we know the percentage and the base:
	percent = part                                               percent x base = part
	base
	Mental Math – Common Percentages
	Materials:
	Tickets from prior lesson: percent, part, base, =, _____, x
	Brains (
	White board, markers, eraser
	Children will probably enjoy having paper and pencil
	Direct Aim:
	To convert common percents to simple fraction for speedy mental calculations
	¼ (25%), ½ (50%), ¾ (75%) or some multiple of the whole (200%, 300%…)
	To increase children’s confidence with calculating percents
	Indirect Aim:
	Preparation for estimating percents
	Prerequisites:
	Success with setting up and solving problems to calculate percent of a known quantity
	Success with setting up and solving problems to calculate percentage from a given ratio
	Facility with finding equivalent fractions and reducing fractions to lowest terms.
	Presentation:
	1. Lay out the tickets for the parts of a percent problem: percent, part, base, =, _____, x.
	To activate prior learning, tell the following story:
	A family was moving to a new city and looking for an apartment to rent.  The family income was $2600 per month.  They wanted to spend no more than 50% of their income on rent.  How much could they spend on rent?
	Ask the children:
	Is 2600 the percent, the part, or the base?  <It is the base.>
	Is 50 the percent, the part, or the base?  <It is the percent.>
	Is the amount that they can spend the percent, the part, or the base?  <It is the part.>
	Ask the children to set up the tickets to solve for the part.   < percent x base = part>
	Ask the children to solve the problem.
	<They will write something like 50 x $2600 = $1300 >
	100
	2. Congratulate the children on a problem well executed.  Ask them to look at their work again.  Really good mathematicians are always looking for patterns and for different ways to express things that will make computations quicker and easier.  Ask i...
	3. Ask, “Which is computationally easier, cancelling (a great way to simplify fraction expressions) and then multiplying 50 by 26, or recognizing 50/100 as ½, and then taking half of $1300?”  <Most will choose the latter.> Write, “50% x $2600 = $1300”
	4.  “What if the family hadn’t wanted to spend 50% of their income on rent?  What if they had wanted to spend no more than 25%?  What would be an easy way to calculate that amount?”  Lead the children to the idea that they could recognize that 25% is ...
	 divide $2600 by 4 OR
	 recognize that 25% is half of 50% - half of half – and take half of $1300.
	Either process will lead to a total of $650.        Write, “25% x $2600 = $650”
	5. “OK – here’s a tricky one!  What if they had wanted to spend no more than 75% of their income?”  <Take  ¾ of $2600.>  Here are two ways:
	 ¾  is  3 x ¼:  multiply 25% by 3 ( $650 x 3 = $1950
	 ¾  is  ½ + ¼:  add 50% and 25% ( add $1300 and  $650 = $1950
	Write, “75% x $2600 = $1950”
	6. Express that there are times when straightforward plug-and-crank mathematical computations are the best, but when we can use our knowledge of math concepts to make the computations easier, we should do that!
	7. “Let’s practice!”  Give the children a few problems and challenge them to solve them with the least amount of calculating possible.  They can raise a hand to answer or record the answer as soon as they know it, so long as it doesn’t become a compet...
	50% of 246  <123>
	50% of 200  <100> 25% of 200  <50> 75% of 200  <150>
	25% of 248 <62> 50% of 248 <124>  (Did you double 62 or take half of 248?)
	75% of 8     <6>  (Did you take ¾ of 8, find ¼ of 8 and triple it, or add ½ or 9 and 14 of 8?)
	8. Tell another story, writing a few key numerical facts on the board:
	An art teacher was setting up a project for the students.  He bought a set of 80 colored pencils of which 20 were red and 60 were a mix of blue, green, orange, yellow, and brown.  He wanted to know what percent of the pencils were red.
	Ask the children:
	Is 80 the percent, the part, or the base?  <It is the base.>
	Is 20 the percent, the part, or the base?  <It is the part.>
	Is 60 the percent, the part, or the base?  <It is also the part!>
	The art teacher wanted to know what percent of the pencils were red.
	Ask the children to set up the tickets to solve for the part.   < percent =  part    >
	base
	Which part will we use?  <We will use 20, the part of the whole that are red.>
	“If we were going to write out this problem, we would write ??  = 20  and then we would
	100     80
	solve it with equal fractions or cross products.  Is there anything that you notice that could help us simplify the computation?”  <20/80 is ¼.>
	Ask what the percent equivalent to ¼ is.  <It is 25%>
	“Bravo!  We solved the problem without having to do any calculations, just using what we already know!”
	9. “We know that 60 out of 80 pencils were mix of blue, green, orange, yellow, and brown.  What are some quick mental-math ways to find the percent of pencils that were not red?”   < There are 2 quick solutions:
	Subtract 25% from 100% ( 75% were not red.
	Reduce 60/80 to ¾ ( 75% were not red.>
	10. “OK!  Pencils down!  Let’s practice some mental math solutions where we are solving for percent!!”
	25 out of 100 <25%>  25 out of 50 <50%>  10 out of 40 <25%>
	250 out of 500 <50%> 12 out of 16 <25%> 2.5 out of 5 <50%>
	15 out of 60 <25%> 40 out of 80 <50%>
	11. “What is the percent equivalent to doubling something?  <200%>  Tripling it?  <300%>
	12. “Let’s mix it up.  Sometimes I am going to give you a ratio and you give the percent.  Sometimes I will give you percent and base and ask you for the part!  How much is…”
	200% of 10 <20> 300% of 15 <45> 50% of 840 <420>
	100 out of 400  <25%>  18 out of 9 <200%> 90 out of 120 <75%>
	50 % of 888 <444> 222 out of 888 < 25%> BONUS: 111 out of 888
	<1/8 is half of 1/4.
	Half of 25% is 12.5%>
	Extension for the nimblest mathematicians only:
	When we see percents as a fraction, we can sometimes re-arrange problems to make them easier to calculate.  For example, if we wanted to compute 4% of 75, we can write out the fraction representation of the equation and cancel:    4 x 75 =   4  x 3 = 3
	100 4
	Or, we can manipulate the original problem. :    4 x 75  =  75 x 4  = 75% of 4 = 3 x 4 = 3
	100          100                          4
	Because we recognize percents as fractions, we can say that 4% of 75 = 75% of 4 or 3.
	That means that 12% of 50 is the same as 50% (half) of 12 or 6.
	44% of 25 is 25% (one quarter) of 44 or 11.
	Follow-up:
	Children practice quick mental calculations with one another and then apply those quick calculation to story problems.
	Control of Error:
	Children check one another during the mental calculations portion.  A checker is provided for the story problems.
	Mental Math – Common Percentages
	Calculations Using Percentages  Find a partner and decide who will be Player One and who will be Player Two.  Player One reads the first equation in the left table.  Both players do the mental math.  Player Two calls out the answer.  If both players a...
	Setting Up Percent Problems  You may use the lesson tickets to help you if you wish.
	1. Use the words percent, base, and part to write the equation we use when asked to take a certain percentage of the whole set to find what part of the whole we have (i.e. find 10 % of 50).
	2. Use percent, base, and part to write the equation we use when asked to find what percent is represented by a fraction or ratio (i.e. find the percent equivalent to 125 out of 500).
	Mental Math – Common Percentages (page 2)
	Finish the Story  Write the equation for each story and then solve it using mental math.
	Control of Error for Mental Math – Common Percentages
	Calculations Using Percentages  Find a partner and decide who will be Player One and who will be Player Two.  Player One reads the first equation in the left table.  Both players do the mental math.  Player Two calls out the answer.  If both players a...
	Setting Up Percent Problems  You may use the lesson tickets to help you if you wish.
	1. Use the words percent, base, and part to write the equation we use when asked to take a certain percentage of the whole set to find what part of the whole we have (i.e. find 10 % of 50).   percent x base = part
	2. Use percent, base, and part to write the equation we use when asked to find what percent is represented by a fraction or ratio (i.e. find the percent equivalent to 125 out of 500).
	percent = part
	base
	Control of Error for Mental Math – Common Percentages (page 2)
	Finish the Story  Write the equation for each story and then solve it using mental math.
	Decimal Multiplication and Division Review
	Materials: Golden Mat (a.k.a. Decimal Mat)
	Box of bead bars
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim: reviewing decimal multiplication and division concretely to refresh the decimal placement in products and quotients
	NOTE:  If children have had recent computational success with multiplying and dividing decimals, consider giving this lesson a light touch as a means of checking in to be sure that children remember that multiplying and dividing by a power of 10 is ab...
	If children are rock-solid on these concepts, the guide may choose to give a shortened version of this lesson with the provided follow-up OR may combine the concepts from this lesson with the following lesson, Decimal Equivalents to Percents.  If the ...
	Indirect Aim: to prepare children to find decimal equivalents to given percentages
	Prerequisites:  understanding of the Hierarchy of Numbers in the Decimal System
	NOTE:  If children are not 100% successful with this lesson, the probability is that there is a weakness in the hierarchy of numbers that warrants attention prior to proceeding.  Older children generally respond quite favorably to the Streets in Infin...
	Prior success with multiplication and division of decimals
	Presentation:
	Decimal Multiplication and Division Review
	12.345 x 10,000 = _____________________ 12,345 ÷ 10,000 = _______________________
	1,020,304.05 ÷ 1 million = ______________ 0.56 ÷ 1 millionth = ______________________
	Look at these problems before beginning; can you simplify them before multiplying/dividing?
	22.2 x 2,000 = ________________________ 8,642 ÷ 20 = ____________________________
	8,642 ÷ 2,000 = _______________________ 0.003 ÷ 3 x 100 = ________________________
	1190 x 10,000 ÷ 100 = _________________ 100,000 x 8543 ÷ 10,000 ÷ 10 = ____________
	For the next 2 problems, change the fractions to decimals before multiplying or dividing.
	5 ½ ÷ 100 = __________________________ 14 ¼ x 100 = ___________________________
	Control of Error for Decimal Multiplication and Division Review
	12.345 x 10,000 =          123,450.                      12,345 ÷ 10,000 =                   1.2345                  .
	1,020,304.05 ÷ 1 million =       1.02040305      0.56 ÷ 1 thousand =              0.00056                   .
	Look at these problems before beginning; can you simplify them before multiplying/dividing?
	22.2 x 2,000 =      44.4 x 1000 = 44,400           8,642 ÷ 20 =           4,321 ÷ 10 = 432.1                .
	8,642 ÷ 2,000 =    4,321 ÷ 1,000 = 4.321          0.003 ÷ 3 x 100 =    0.001 x 100 = 0.1                 .
	1190 x 10,000 ÷ 100 =         119,000               100,000 x 8543 ÷ 10,000 ÷ 10 =         8,543       .
	For the next 2 problems, change the fractions to decimals before multiplying or dividing.
	5 ½ ÷ 100 =          5.5 ÷ 100 = 0.05                  14 ¼ x 100 =          14.25 x 100 = 1,425              .
	Decimal Equivalent to Percents
	Materials:
	White board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim:
	To convert percents to decimal fractions
	To convert decimal fractions to percents
	To equate these to their common fraction equivalents
	To convert less-common fractions to decimals (and then to percents)
	Indirect Aim:
	To prepare children for percent calculations using the decimal equivalent
	To encourage fluidity in thinking of these expressions interchangeably
	To help children to choose the expression that enables efficient computation
	Prerequisites:
	Success with computations with percents expressed as fractions
	Mastery of the concept and practice of finding equivalent fractions
	Abstract ability to mentally multiply and divide by 100 by moving the decimal point 2 places in the appropriate direction including an understanding that empty place values actually harbor invisible zeros
	Presentation:
	PERCENTS TO DECIMALS
	100
	100
	8        -24
	60
	-56
	40
	-40
	0
	10. Demonstrate using long division to convert another fraction to percents – these have a repeating decimal, such as:
	5/9 (= 55.5 %)     or        5/11 (= 45.45 %)
	Follow-up: Children should practice converting between percents, decimals, and fractions.  Sample problems follow.
	Control of Error:  checker card (follows) or teacher.
	Decimal Equivalent to Percents
	Write each percent as a decimal.
	25% 3% 725%
	3.75% 903% ½ %
	Write each decimal as a percent.
	0.16 0.8 0.031
	5.5 0.05 0.00025
	Write each fraction as a percent.  Use whatever method is most efficient.
	2/5 1/3 2/3
	7/11 18/25      88/275
	Complete the chart:
	Control of Error for Decimal Equivalent to Percents
	Write each percent as a decimal.
	25%  0.25 3% 0.03 725% 7.25
	3.75% 0.0375 903% 9.03 ½ % 0.5% = 0.005
	Write each decimal as a percent.
	0.16 16% 0.8 80% 0.031 3.1%
	5.5 550% 0.05 5% 0.00025 0.025%
	Write each fraction as a percent.  Use whatever method is most efficient.
	0.333…                                      0.666…                           .
	2/5 = 4/10 = 40% 1/3  3)1.000   33.3% 2/3  3)2.000    66.6 %
	0.6363…                                        0.72                       0.32
	7/11  11)7.000        63.63 % 18/25   25)28.00     72%     88/275  275)88.00       32%
	Complete the chart:
	5
	5
	1
	Calculating Percent of a Known Quantity
	Materials: white board, markers, eraser
	Direct Aim: to employ decimal equivalents when calculating part, given percent and base.
	To evaluate a problem to see whether the fraction or decimal method is computationally simpler (flexible and critical  thinking)
	Indirect Aim: preparation for applications (percent and percent-discount)
	Prerequisites:  success with calculating percent of a known quantity with fractions
	Success with translating word sentences with percents into number sentences
	Mastery of conversion between percents, decimals, and fractions
	Presentation:
	Calculating Percent of a Known Quantity
	Calculate the following quantities by first converting the percent to a decimal
	Find 150% of 82.
	What is 6% of 2500?
	52% of 95 is what?
	Find 0.05% of 200.
	What is 400% of 52.7?
	Find 5% of 280.
	55% of 88 is how much?
	What is 0.5% of 3000?
	Use whatever method you prefer for to calculate the following quantities
	What is 80% of 18.4?
	Find 60 % of 20.
	200% of 12.5 is what?
	What is 4% of 80?
	Find 25% of 484.
	8.2% of 200 is what?
	What is ½% of 500?
	55% of 22 is what?
	Control of Error for Calculating Percent of a Known Quantity
	Calculate the following quantities by first converting the percent to a decimal
	Find 150% of 82. 1.5 x  82 = 123
	What is 6% of 2500? 0.06 x 2500 = 150
	52% of 95 is what? 0.52 x 95 = 49.40
	Find 0.05% of 200. 0.0005 x 200 = 0.1
	What is 400% of 52.7? 4 x 52.7 =   210.8
	Find 5% of 280.        0.05 x 280 = 14
	55% of 88 is how much?        0.55 x 88 = 48.4
	What is 0.5% of 3000?   0.005 x 3000 = 15
	Use whatever method you prefer for to calculate the following quantities
	Only one method is shown – either is acceptable if the product is correct.
	What is 80% of 18.4? 0.8 x 18.4 = 14.72
	Find 60 % of 20.   6 x 20 = 12
	10
	200% of 12.5 is what? 2 x 12.5 = 25
	What is 4% of 80?      4 x 80 =    2  x 8  = 16  = 3-1/5  OR 0.04 x 80 = 3.2
	100  5  5
	Find 25% of 484. ¼ x 484 = 121
	8.2% of 200 is what?  8.2  x 200 = 8.2 x 2 = 16.4
	100
	What is ½% of 500?  1% of 500 is 5.  ½% of 500 is 2.5
	55% of 22 is what? .55 x 22 = 12.1
	Percents as Decimals
	Applied Percentages
	Materials:
	Vocabulary and operations tickets from previous Applied Percentages lesson: percent, base, part, +, ÷, =, and
	White board, markers, eraser
	Stamp Game for Extension
	Direct Aim:
	To apply computation techniques to more sophisticated percent situations/stories.
	To create flexibility in approaching mathematical problems, especially using percents
	Indirect Aim:
	Preparation for percent-discount type problems.
	Prerequisites:
	Success with a variety of methods for calculating percent and part
	Success with setting up and solving percent application problems
	Presentation:
	1. Lay out the word tickets: percent, base, and part.  Ask a volunteer to define each the words.
	2. Ask another volunteer to write an equation (with numbers) on the white board that has a percent, a base, and a part.  (Encourage using common percentages.)
	It could be an equation that solves for the percent, such as 25 = 50%   OR
	50
	or an equation that solves for the part, such as 25% x 50 = 12.5
	3. Ask another volunteer to arrange the word and symbol tickets to illustrate the equation on the board.   Record the results below the equation.
	4. Ask another volunteer to write a different equation that has a percent, a base, and a part.  If the first equation solved for percent, this equation should solve for part.
	5. Ask another volunteer to arrange the word and symbol tickets to illustrate the equation on the board.   Record the results below the equation.  When these steps are complete, the board will look something like this, although the specific equations ...
	6. Ask volunteers to create a story for each of the two equations.
	7. “Now let’s go the other direction.  I will give you a story and you work it frontwards to answer the question.”  NOTE – These stories are long and have lots of detail.  Pages following this lesson have reproduced these stories so that the guide may...
	8. Here is another story:
	The T-shirt shop downtown silk-screens designs onto T-shirts while you wait.  One day last week they had a SUPER busy day – they made and sold 40 shirts in one afternoon! Of the 40 shirts that they made, 16 had really funny puns.
	What percent of the shirts were punny?
	9. This question is asks for a 2-part answer:
	10.   Continue with additional examples until children show confidence.  If pulling examples from textbooks or workbooks, be certain that each problem is solving for percent or part – none should solve for base at this point.  Those problems would be ...
	5% of the total is 120.  How much is the total?
	Stories for Applied Percentages Lesson
	(photocopy, cut apart, and laminate for the lesson)
	Applied Percentages
	In each story, underline what you know and circle what you want to know.  The first two are done for you.  All of these stories can be solved using the format percent = part ÷ base or    part = percent x base.   Based on what you know and what you wan...
	Control of Error for Applied Percentages
	In each story, underline what you know and circle what you want to know.  The first two are done for you.  All of these stories can be solved using the format percent = part ÷ base or    part = percent x base.   Based on what you know and what you wan...
	Percents as Decimals
	Mental Math – Common Percentages
	Materials:
	Brains (
	White board, markers, eraser
	Children may want scratch paper
	Direct Aim:
	To become accomplished at using decimals to mentally solve for part when the percent required is a multiple of 10% or 1%
	To increase children’s confidence with calculating percents
	Indirect Aim:
	To prepare for estimating percents
	Prerequisites:
	Experience with abstract computation of percents that easily convert to fractions (25%, 50%, 75%, 200% etc.)
	Success with setting up and solving problems to calculate percent of a known quantity
	Mastery of finding decimal equivalents to percents
	Mastery with multiplying and dividing by 10, 100
	Presentation:
	1. Ask the children to recall when they solved percent problems without benefit of paper or pencil by turning the percent into a fraction that was easy to work with.  For example, to calculate 25% of 48,  change 25% into ¼; next take ¼ of 48.  (48 ÷4 ...
	2. Engage in effortful recall by asking the children to complete several problems like this.  For example:
	50% of 888 < 444 >
	25% of 888 < 222 >
	This can be determined by taking ¼ of 888    (888÷4)     OR
	by taking ½ of ½ of 888     (444÷2 )
	75% of 888 <666 >
	This can be determined by multiplying ¼ of 888 by 3   (222 x 3)  OR
	by adding ½ of 888 and ¼ of 888   (444+222 )
	3. We can do the same kind of mental math with decimals!  Begin with a nice, round number, like 120.
	What is 10% of 120?
	<10% is the same as 1/10.  We divide by 10.  We move the decimal one place to the left.
	10% of 120 is 12.>
	What is 20% of 120?
	<20% of 120 is twice as much as 10% of 120.
	20% of 120 is 24.>
	What is 30% of 120?  <36>
	What is 40% of 120? <48>
	4. Continuing with our nice round number, 120, what is 1% of 120?
	<1% of 120 is 1.2>
	What is 2% of 120?
	<2% of 120 is twice as much as 1% of 120, which is 2.4>
	What is 4% of 120? <4.8>
	5. If 10% of 120 is 12, and 1% of 120 is 1.2, how much is 11% of 120?  < 12 + 1.2 or 13.2 >
	6. 10% of 120 is 12:
	What is 5% of 120?
	<5% of 120 is half as much as 10% of 120:  6>
	What is 15% of 120?
	15% is 10% + 5%                   OR            15% is 3 x 5%
	15% of 120 is 12 + 6 3 x 6 = 18
	15% of 120 is 18
	7. This mental math is quite a useful skill when calculating tax, commission or tip!
	If you are purchasing an item for $20 and the sales tax is 5%
	<10% of $20 is $2.00
	5% of $20 is half of that, which is $1.00.  The sales tax is $1>
	8. Guide the children through several examples of ever-increasing difficulty, providing fewer and fewer prompts as the children gain confidence.  Examples:
	Calculating a 20% tip on a service that cost $30
	<10% of $30 is $3;   20% is twice that amount, $6 >
	Purchasing a $100 item with 4% sales tax
	<1% of $100 is $1;   4% is 4 times that amount, $4 >
	Purchasing a $50 item with 7% sales tax
	<1% of $50 is $0.50;   7% is 7 times that amount, $3.50 >
	Selling a house for $300,000 with a 6% commission
	<1% of $300,000 is $3000;   6% is 6 times that amount, $18,000 >
	Paying a 15% service fee on a $80 item
	<10% of $80 is $8;   5% is half that at $4.
	15% is the sum of the two amounts:   $8 + $4 = $12  OR 15% is 3 x 5%: 3 x $4 = $12>
	Continue until children show confidence in the process.
	Follow-up:
	Children practice quick mental calculations with one another and then apply those quick calculation to story problems.  Be sure to discuss the process for “complete the table”.  This is NOT best done left to right!  Do each row in a sequence that make...
	Control of Error:
	Children check one another during the mental calculations portion.  A checker is provided for the story problems.
	Mental Math – Common Percentages
	Calculating Using Percentages Find a partner and decide who will be Player One and who will be Player Two.  Player One read the first equation in the left table.  Both players do the mental math.  Player Two calls out the answer.  If both players agre...
	Complete the Table  For answers that you determine just by moving a decimal point, write only the answer.  For those that require multiplication or division, write in how you arrived at your answer.  You may do best by skipping around in a given row. ...
	Mental Math – Common Percentages (page 2)
	Short Answer  Solve each of the following problems.  Try to do it completely “in your head”.
	What is 11% of 250?
	How much is 21% of 1500?
	Find 32 % of 22,000.
	Your bill at the restaurant is $42.  A 15-20% tip is customary.
	How much would a 15 % tip cost?
	How much would a 20% tip cost?
	You sold a home for $250,000 and received a 6% commission.  How much did you earn?
	Control of Error for Mental Math – Common Percentages
	Calculating Using Percentages Find a partner and decide who will be Player One and who will be Player Two.  Player One read the first equation in the left table.  Both players do the mental math.  Player Two calls out the answer.  If both players agre...
	Complete the Table  For answers that you determine just by moving a decimal point, write only the answer.  For those that require multiplication or division, write in how you arrived at your answer.  You may do best by skipping around in a given row. ...
	Mental Math – Common Percentages (page 2)
	Short Answer  Solve each of the following problems. Try to do it completely “in your head”:
	What is 11% of 250? 11% = 10% + 1%  ; 11% of 250 = 25 + 2.5 = 27.5
	How much is 21% of 1500? 21% = (2x10%) + 1 % ; 21% of 1500 = 300 + 15 = 315
	Find 32 % of 22,000. 32% = (3x10%) + (2x1%)  ; 32% of 22,000 = (3x2200) + (2x220) =
	6600     +    440 = 7040
	Your bill at the restaurant is $42.  A 15-20% tip is customary.
	How much would a 15 % tip cost?  10% of 42 + 5% of 42 = 4.20 + 2.10 = $6.30
	How much would a 20% tip cost? 2 x (10% of 42) = 2 x 4.20 = $8.40
	You sold a home for $250,000 and received a 6% commission.  How much did you earn?
	10% of $250,000 is $25,000.  5% of $250,000 is $12,500.  1% of $250,000 is $2,500
	6 % is 5% + 1%.     6% of $250,000 = $12,500 + $2,500 = $15,000
	Percents as Decimals
	Estimating with Percents
	Materials: brains (
	White board, markers, eraser
	Children may want scratch paper
	Direct Aim: to become accomplished at estimating percent calculations
	Indirect Aim: to prepare children for real-life use of estimated percents (tax, tip, commission)
	To use estimation to make reasoned choices on multiple-choice assessments
	Prerequisites:  experience with solving well-constructed percent problems with mental math
	Success with rounding whole numbers and decimals
	Success with estimation of whole and decimals
	Presentation:
	1. Initiate effortful retrieval with a few mental math calculations of percents, such as:
	- 10% of 150
	- 20% of 500
	- 15% of 40
	- 1% of 250
	2. Remind the children that, while sometimes we need to know a quantity with great precision, sometimes an estimate is as good or better.  When we want an estimate, we often will use “about” numbers – numbers that have been rounded off or rounded up. ...
	Write this number on the board: 123,456.789
	Ask the children what this number is, rounded to the nearest whole number.  <123,457>
	Rounded to the nearest thousand?  <123,000>
	Rounded to the nearest hundred-thousand?  <100,000>
	Rounded to the nearest hundredth?  <123,456.79>
	If this assessment reveals the need for a refresher, change the direct aims of the lesson from those listed above to reviewing rounding of whole and decimal numbers and return to this lesson on another day.
	3. Estimating percents of a number often results in us rounding the percent and/or the base.
	For example, if we wanted to estimate 29% of 80, the base is a nice round number already, but the percentage is awkward.  We might say that 29% is about 30%.  We can estimate the part to be 30% of 80, which is 24.  (FYI, the precise calculation 29% of...
	We might want to estimate 40% of 193.  Here, the percent is a nice round number already, but the base is awkward.  Here, we might say that 193 is about 200.  We can now estimate the part to be 40% of 200, which is 80. (FYI, the precise calculation 40%...
	Or we might want to estimate 12% of 289.  Both the percent and the base are awkward.  We might estimate the part to be 10% of 290, which is 29.  We might even round 289 all the way to 300, and estimate the part to be 10% of 300, which is 30! (FYI, the...
	4. Give the children as many examples to solve on their own as is necessary for them to show confidence.  Here are a few examples:
	30% of 29  < round to 30% of 30, which is 9 >
	21% of 60  < round to 20% of 60, which is 12 >
	3 % of 704  < round to 3% of 700, which is 21 >
	5. Give a “real world” example, such as taking a multiple-choice assessment.
	The question asks for 43% of 7000.  Answers include:
	(a) 3,010     (b) 30,100     (c) 301,000
	Use estimation to see which answer is reasonable:
	43% of 7000 is about 40% of 7000, which is 2,800.
	Answer (a) is closest to 2,800 so we would choose answer (a).  ( 43% of 7000 = 3,010)
	6. Give another example:
	17% 0f 122 is
	(a) 207.4 (b)  20.74 (c) 2.074 (d) 0.82074
	Again, it is not necessary to do the multiplication problem – only to estimate the product.  Here, we can estimate the solution to be about 20% of 120; 10% of 120 is 12;  20% of 125 is 24.  Answer (b) is closest to answer to 24 – it is the right order...
	7.  Give the children a third example to try on their own, if needed:
	16.5% of 15,212 is
	(a) 250,998 (b)  25.0998 (c) 250.998 (d) 2509.98
	<Children should estimate the product to be about 20% of 15,000, which is 3,000.
	Answer (d) is the closest to 3,000.  In actuality, that is the precise product.
	8. Give a “real world” example, such as getting a haircut.  The cost of the haircut is $28.80.  You want to give a 15% tip.
	Round $28.80 to $30.
	15% is not hard to calculate, so do not round the percent.
	A second reason to not round 15% is that it is not particularly close to 10% or to 20%.
	Rounding up or down would give an estimate that is pretty far removed from the actual.
	10% of $30 is $3
	5% is half of 10%: $1.50
	15% is the sum of the two: $3 + $1.50 = $4.50
	FYI – Estimating 15% using 10% would yield a tip of $3
	Estimating 15% using 20% would yield a tip of $6
	Follow-up:  Children should practice estimating parts by rounding percents and/or bases.
	Following a page of practice problems, there is a page of Mixed Percent Problems, a broad assessment of percents – solving for percent or part, including some multiple-choice problems where estimation will yield the correct response.
	Control of Error:  Checker or teacher.
	Estimating with Percents
	1       Tomato Bisque Soup                      7   95
	1 Cornbread 1   65
	1 Iced Tea 2   00
	Sub-total (food and drink only)  11   60
	5%
	2. You want 2 graphic tee-shirts that are both available from 2 stores.  Both stores are having sales.  The first store has t-shirts priced at “2 for $19”.  The second store priced their tee-shirts at $9.99 each, but when you buy 2 shirts, the second ...
	Control of Error for Estimating with Percents
	1       Tomato Bisque Soup                      7   95
	1 Cornbread 1   65
	1 Iced Tea 2   00
	Sub-total (food and drink only)  11   60
	5%                    58      10% of $11.60 = $1.16; 5% is half of that   12  18
	20% of $12.18 is about 20% of $12
	Tip = $2.40
	Cumulative Review: Mixed Percent Problems
	Control of Error for Mixed Percent Problems
	Percents as Decimals
	Solving for Base
	Materials:
	Tickets percent, base, part, x, ÷, =
	White board, markers, eraser
	Children may want scratch paper
	Direct Aim:
	To complete percent problems solving for base.
	Indirect Aim:
	Preparation for solving linear algebraic expressions
	Prerequisites:
	Success with solving for percent and for part
	Abstract ability to perform division problems with a decimal divisor (or use calculator)
	Presentation:
	1. Initiate effortful retrieval with problems solving for percent or for part.
	Example: 15% of 125 is how much < 18.75>
	If 24 out of 192 people like white chocolate better than milk chocolate, what percent of people surveyed prefer white chocolate.  <12.5 %>
	2. Ask a volunteer to lay out the equation that we have used to solve for part and for percent.
	percent x base = part
	percent = part
	base
	3. Explain that today’s lesson is about solving problems where we know the percent and the part, but not the base.  Propose the following problem:
	Realtor Eriqua received $21,000 as commission when she sold her first house.  It was a 7% commission.  What was the selling price of the house?
	4. Ask the children to populate the now familiar formula percent x base = part equation with what we know
	0.07 x base = 21,000
	5. Ask if anyone has any ideas about how to find the base.  If needed, remind the children that they have been solving “missing multiplicand” and “missing multiplier” problems for a long time.  If needed, show an example like this, and ask children ho...
	4 x      = 24
	If children say that they “just know” that the answer is 6, remind them that multiplication and division are reciprocal functions.
	24 ÷ 4 =
	6. Ask a volunteer to rewrite the equation as a division problem.
	0.07 x base = 21,000             .
	21,000 ÷ 0.07 = base        (or 0.07)21,000 )
	7. Ask the children to solve the equation.
	0.07  x base = 21,000
	21,000 ÷ 0.07 = base
	21,000  ÷ 0.07 = $300,000
	8. Give the children a problem to solve on their own:
	The city council was reviewing the budget for the coming year and realized that they had more expenses than income.  Once council member proposed increasing the fees for monthly parking in city lots by $20 per month.  Another council member protested,...
	How much was the parking fee last year?  What will it be this year if the proposal is adopted?
	percent x base = part
	50% x last year’s fee = $20. .
	0.50 x fee = $20
	$20 ÷ 0.50 = fee
	Last year’s fee was $40 per month
	This year’s proposed fee is $40 + $20 = $60 per month
	Follow-up: Children should work with percent problems solving for base.  When they have demonstrated mastery of this isolated difficulty, they can go on to write number sentences from stories where they solve for percent, base or part.  Sample problem...
	Control of Error:  Checker card (provided)
	Solving for Base
	Solve for base in the following problems:
	Control of Error for Solving for Base
	Solve for base in the following problems:
	Cumulative Review: Mixed Percent Problems II
	Solve for the indicated quantity (percent, base, or part) in the following problems:
	17 out of 85 is what percent?
	The road crew completed the repairs 81 day early, 45% quicker than expected!  What was the original estimate of how long the repairs would take?  How long did the crew actually take?
	Control of Error for Mixed Percent Problems II
	Solve for the indicated quantity (percent, base, or part) in the following problems:
	17 out of 85 is what percent?
	85
	45,000 people
	The road crew completed the repairs 81 day early, 45% quicker than expected!  What was the original estimate of how long the repairs would take?  How long did the crew actually take?
	Interpreting Pie Charts
	Materials:
	Examples of Data Tables, Bar Graphs, and Pie Charts (samples follow – prepare ahead by printing, cutting apart, and laminating)
	Direct Aim:
	To interpret data from pie charts as expressing relative quantities
	Indirect Aim:
	Preparation to create pie charts
	Prerequisites:
	Fundamental understanding that percent expresses a ratio, a relative quantity
	Understanding that 100% means all
	Experience with several other types of graphs is extremely helpful, but not required
	(Children should have at least experienced bar charts)
	Presentation:
	Interpreting Pie Charts
	Control of Error for Interpreting Pie Charts
	Graphical Representation of Percents
	Creating Pie Charts
	Note: this lesson will require more time than most!  Plan accordingly!
	Materials: data chart which follows – 1 per child (copy ahead)
	Clipboards and pencil with eraser – 1 per child
	Fraction insets (or fraction pieces)
	Unlined paper to draw pie chart – 1-2 sheets per child
	Montessori Centesimal Frame and Montessori Protractor
	Conventional protractor – 1 per child if possible (180º and 360º are equally acceptable)
	Compass
	Sample pie charts from the previous lesson
	Direct Aim: creating Pie Charts
	Indirect Aim: this is the culmination of many percent skills and concepts
	Prerequisites:  prior experience with interpreting pie charts
	Success with calculating percent from part and base
	Sensorial and numeric experience with fractions
	Exposure/experience with the Montessori Centesimal Frame and Montessori Protractor
	Success with a conventional protractor (measuring and drawing angles)
	This will be important to the children’s success in this lesson.  If they have little or no experience with protractors, give a separate lesson on this prior to giving this lesson.
	Presentation:
	1.  Ask the children to describe pie charts based on what they learned in the last lesson.  The key point is that while most other graphs create a depiction of raw data points, a pie chart shows relative values – they depict the percent of each catego...
	2. Explain that today’s lesson is about creating a pie chart.  Hand out the Data Collection Sheet.  Explain that a survey was taken among Middle School students to find out what kind of music they preferred for the upcoming Homecoming Celebration (or ...
	3. Discuss the chart how the data might have been collected.
	4. Look at the third column:  Percent of the Total.  Ask what information is needed that is not yet known.  <We do not know the total number of responses.  While we do know that 300 students were polled, we do not know if any declined to answer.>
	5. Ask the children to total the number of responses.  <Miraculously, they will find that the total of responses is 300.>
	6. The next task is to represent each response as a percent of the total number of responses.  Invite the children to complete that column, beginning either as a fraction or as a decimal.
	If time is an issue, assign each child a couple of calculations from the table – enough that there is some redundancy.
	When all of the percent calculations are complete, shared, and recorded, total the third column to be sure that that the percentages total to 100%  If they do not, there is a computational error to be discovered before proceeding.
	“Next we transform these relative proportions (percentages) into circular sectors.  To do this, we must turn percent (the number out of 100) into degrees (the portion of a full 360º circle).  Let’s see if we can design a way to do this.”
	7. Bring out the Montessori Centesimal Frame.  Remind the children that this is a circle that has been divided into 100 equal parts.  “When we measure angles in the Centesimal Frame, we are measuring the angle as a percentage of a whole circle.”
	Place the ¼ fraction inset into the Centesimal Frame.  Ask a volunteer to read the measurement from the frame.  <25>.
	This is saying that ¼ circle is 25/100 of a circle, or 25% of the circle.
	“Does it surprise anyone that ¼ = 25%?”
	Write on the white board:   1 circle:        25% circle
	4
	8. Bring out the Montessori Protractor.  Remind the children that this is a circle that has been divided into 360 equal parts. Or degrees.   “When we measure angles in the Montessori Protractor, we are measuring the angle in degrees.”
	Move the ¼ fraction inset into the Montessori Protractor.  Ask a volunteer to read the measurement from the frame.  <90º>.
	“Does it surprise anyone that the central angle in ¼ circle is 90º?”
	“This shows us an equivalency between percent of a circle and degrees of a circle.”
	Write:   1 circle;  25% circle = 25% x 360º = 90º
	4
	9. Repeat this process with a variety of other fraction pieces as long as interest remains high.  Choose from 1/2, 1/5, and 1/10 since these fractions have denominators that are factors of 100 (it keeps things tidier!)  Finish with the full circle.  T...
	1 circle:   25% circle = 25% x 360º = 90º
	4
	1 circle:  20% circle = 20% x 360º = 72º
	5
	1 circle:  10% circle = 10% x 360º = 36º
	10
	1 circle:  100% circle = 100% x 360º = 360º
	11. Return to the data collection sheet.  “We are going to transform each of the percentages that we calculated into degrees.  Since we are dealing with real-life data (rather than perfectly even fraction pieces) the calculations will not always come ...
	Control of Error: When all of the conversions to degrees are complete, shared, and recorded, total the fourth column to be sure that that the sectors total to 360º.  If they do not, there is a computational error to be discovered before proceeding.
	Now we are ready to create the pie chart!
	Creating Pie Charts
	From the data below, create a pie chart.
	1. Complete the Data Collection Table just as we did in the lesson.
	2. Use those numbers and a protractor to create your pie chart on a separate piece of paper.
	3. Answer the question below the chart about how many bags of erasers to buy.
	Question: We need 90 mammals for a diorama.  If we buy 3 bags of 40 erasers, we will have more than we need.  Or we could buy a less-expensive bag of 100 erasers.  We would save money with the bigger bag, but will it give us the 90 mammals that we nee...
	* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
	Now, make up your own question!  What would you like to know about your friends?  Favorite letter of the alphabet?  How they got to school today (car, bus, walking, biking)?  Eye color?  Survey the class and collect data and then create a pie chart to...
	Control of Error for Creating Pie Charts
	From the data below, create a pie chart.
	1. Complete the Data Collection Table just as we did in the lesson.
	2. Use those numbers and a protractor to create your pie chart on a separate piece of paper.
	3. Answer the question below the chart about how many bags of erasers to buy.


